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Abstract 

The thesis set out to determine the appropriate economic design for an Icelandic central 

bank digital currency (CBDC) to help the Central Bank of Iceland (CBI) best achieve its 

primary functions of price and financial stability. The results concluded that no CBDC 

design implementation is suitable for Iceland in the status quo. The CBI’s historical 

performance over the past decade suggests no need for significant changes to its 

methods or additional tools. The key interest rate successfully serves as its main policy 

instrument and utilizes foreign exchange trades to mitigate currency fluctuations of the 

króna.  

Assuming risk aversion of the CBI, the thesis utilized a cost-effectiveness analysis 

combined with a method of elimination to narrow down the design options to one. The 

CBDC had two base assumptions. First, it is money and serves as a medium of exchange, 

a store of value, and a unit of account. Second, the technological implementation of the 

Icelandic CBDC is such that it is scalable, fast, and efficient without compromising security 

and resilience. The analysis determined the best CBDC design for Iceland to have no 

interest rate, tiered quantitative limits on accounts, no government bond-backing, and 

not open to foreign ownership. This design forgoes any opportunity for using CBDC as a 

second monetary policy tool but minimizes the risk of financial instability. 

If cash were eradicated from the economy or showed steady decline signs, the best 

CBDC design would improve upon the new status quo by upholding competition in 

creating money, payment services and transaction costs, deposit rates, and affirming the 

sovereignty of the Icelandic króna. Therefore, the CBI should carefully monitor changes 

in the number of physical notes and coins in the economy before making an 

implementation decision. It should also study the welfare benefits of CBDC to determine 

if cash should be eased out of the economy by government mandate. However, the CBI 

should be prudent and closely follow the Central Bank of Sweden’s progress on the e-

krona to gain more information and empirical evidence of CBDC’s effectiveness before 

implementing any proposed CBDC in Iceland.  
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Útdráttur 

Markmið rannsóknarinnar er að ákvarða hagræna hönnun á íslenskum seðlabanka-rafeyri 

(central bank digital currency) sem styður Seðlabanka Íslands í að ná fram sínum aðal 

markmiðum, stuðla að stöðugu verðlagi sem og fjármálastöðuleika. Niðurstöður sýna að 

engin seðlabanka-rafeyris hönnun hentar íslensku efnahagskerfinu að óbreyttu. Söguleg 

frammistaða Seðlabankans undanfarinn áratug bendir til þess að engin þörf sé á 

verulegum breytingum á aðferðum hans eða verkfærum. Meginvextir eru aðalstýritæki 

bankans og Seðlabankinn nýtir gjaldeyrisviðskipti til að draga úr gengissveiflum með 

góðum árangri.  

Að því gefnu að áhættufælni ráði för, þá notar ritgerðin kostnaðar-hagkvæmnis 

greiningu ásamt útilokunaraðferð til að þrengja hönnunarmöguleika seðlabanka-rafeyris 

niður í einn möguleika. Rafeyririnn hafði tvær grunnforsendur, í fyrsta lagi þá er 

seðlabanka-rafeyrir peningur og þjónar sem skiptimiðill, verðmætisgeymsla og 

reiknieining. Í öðru lagi er tæknileg innleiðing íslensks seðlabanka-rafeyris þannig að hún 

er stigstærð, hröð og skilvirk án þess að skerða öryggi og seiglu. Greiningin leiddi í ljós að 

besta hönnunin fyrir Ísland væri að hafa seðlabanka-rafeyri án vaxta og þrepaskipt 

magntakmörk eftir launaþrepum. Auk þess er trygging með ríkisskuldabréfum ekki 

nauðsynleg og þarf rafeyririnn ekki að vera opinn fyrir erlendri eignaraðild. Þessi 

hönnunaraðferð kemur í veg fyrir tækifæri til þess að nýta seðlabanka rafeyri sem annað 

stýritæki en lágmarkar áhættuna fyrir fjármálakerfið.  

Ef reiðufé væri hins vegar útrýmt úr hagkerfinu eða sýndi stöðug hnignunarmerki 

myndi þessi seðlabanka-rafeyris hönnunin bæta hið nýja ástand með því að halda uppi 

samkeppni við að skapa peninga, greiðsluþjónustu og viðskiptakostnað, innlánsvexti og 

staðfesta sjálfstæði íslensku krónunnar. Seðlabankinn þarf að fylgjast vandlega með 

breytingum á magni reiðufjár í hagkerfinu og framvindu Seðlabanka Svíþjóðar varðandi e-

krona áður en ákvörðun er tekin um framkvæmd. Það ætti einnig að kanna 

velferðarávinning rafeyrisins til að ákvarða hvort draga ætti reiðufé út úr hagkerfinu með 

aðstoð stjórnvalda áður en seðlabanka-rafeyrir er innleiddur á Íslandi.  
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1 Introduction 

Central banks are important financial institutions in all modern economies with the 

primary responsibilities of ensuring price and financial stability. Central banks apply a 

monetary policy, often with an inflation target, and adjust the bank interest rate to vary 

the demand for credit, which changes the money supply in the economy and thus the 

price level. On the other hand, financial stability requires a trustworthy institution to 

oversee the availability and mobility of capital. If the financial system were an engine, the 

central bank would be its oil.  

However, achieving these objectives would be impossible without trust and credibility. 

Without it, a central bank’s actions wouldn’t carry the sufficient weight to affect 

economic behaviors and overall risk increases, which causes investment value to 

decrease. Before central banks, a sudden decline in asset value was likely to cause a run 

on the banks due to a mismatch between the value of the currency that people held 

versus the value of the backing reserves. Many financial system collapses would have 

likely never happened if there had been a central bank that people entrusted to serve as 

a lender of last resort. A central bank thus allows the financial system to operate with a 

fractional reserve system without significantly compromising stability. Banks could 

therefore lend more aggressively, which enabled a significant expansion of capital in the 

economy by a multiple equal to the reciprocal of the reserve requirement (in theory). 

Therefore, maintaining public trust is a fundamental responsibility of a central bank and 

is a prerequisite to maintaining price and financial stability. 

In one way or another, all central bank decisions affect the money supply, whether it 

be changing the interest rates, buying and selling currency, issuing or buying government 

bonds, or changing reserve requirements. Furthermore, nearly all the central bank’s tools 

require commercial banks as intermediaries for its effects to reach the general public and 

the economy (except for government bond purchases). That is because people simply rely 

on banks to access or deposit money, and central banks only conduct business with 
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financial institutions. Given that the central bank’s actions impact the availability and cost 

of credit, people’s willingness to save or spend money will adjust accordingly. 

This reliance on commercial banks can be problematic. From the consumer’s 

perspective, there is a cost and default risk associated with using commercial banks. It 

could also potentially create a time lag between the central bank’s action and its intended 

effect on the economy (Bank of England, 2020). Reliance on bank money has also 

increased when cash availability and even useability have diminished. This could enable 

banks to manipulate transaction fees and use their power to maximize profits at the cost 

of consumers. Finally, people might have limited access to quality banking services or 

even no banking access, especially in less developed countries. 

Technology has recently allowed for non-bank payment solutions that circumvent the 

need for banks in money exchanges between people. These 3rd party financial 

institutions, often referred to as Fintech companies, hold digital money in digital wallets 

and allow users to transfer these funds between user accounts. Many Fintech companies 

even offer users the ability to take out short-term loans at high interest rates like apps 

Aur or Kass in Iceland, mimicking overdraft services of commercial banks. While Aur and 

Kass operate with the Icelandic króna as their currency, numerous Fintechs offer users to 

transfer cryptocurrencies between users like Coinbase, Binance, and Icelandic company 

Monerium shortly. As long as people agree upon the currency's value and can exchange 

it back to a government-approved fiat currency at an advertised exchange rate, the 

money used for transfers becomes arbitrary.   

Given the recent developments in financial technology, there is a potential 

opportunity for central banks to expand their toolset by adopting a new digital monetary 

system where the population has direct access to the central bank’s reserves without the 

need for commercial banks as intermediaries. Albeit, people would receive the digital 

version of the central bank’s reserves, also known as central bank digital currency (CBDC), 

via a central bank currency exchange. Despite Iceland’s relatively advanced financial 

system, a CBDC offers the Central Bank of Iceland (CBI) additional options for conducting 

its primary responsibilities of price and financial stability. This research investigates how 

the CBI should structure a CBDC that helps it maintain price and financial stability. 

Although the study examines the practical technological implementation of CBDC, the 
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research focuses on CBDC's economic design for best executing the CBI’s primary 

functions.  

The research starts by defining a CBDC, its functions and how CBDC can be 

technologically implemented. The socioeconomic and financial properties of Iceland are 

studied along with the current methods of the CBI, which will provide a baseline for 

analysis of its potential impact on monetary policy and the CBI’s ability to maintain 

financial stability. The analysis section utilizes the method of elimination to narrow the 

CBDC structure down at each research topic. The topics on the financial side include 

CBDC’s impact on the banking sector, availability and cost of credit, CBDC convertibility, 

and mobility. On the monetary side, the research examines the quantity equation 

concerning CBDCs, its impact on interest rates, and the CBI’s ability to adjust the exchange 

rate of the króna with CBDCs. Furthermore, the research investigates similarities between 

certain CBDC implementations and quantitative easing concerning the issuance of CBDC. 

Then case studies of launched CBDC are studied to help provide context to realistic 

implementation. Finally, a cost-effectiveness analysis narrows the results to suggest how 

the CBI should structure a CBDC to achieve its primary responsibilities. 
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2 What is a central bank digital currency? 

2.1 CBDC and the functions of money 

Before delving into the definition of a central bank digital currency, it is helpful to 

establish what money is because a CBDC is a type of money. Economists generally agree 

that money has three primary functions: a store of value, a unit of account, and a medium 

of exchange (Mankiw, 2009). These elements all work together in tandem in that if any 

of the functions are removed, the other two fail, and the money stops functioning. For 

example, for traders to use money as a medium of exchange for goods, the monetary 

price of the goods must be mutually understood, i.e., a unit of account. Finally, the money 

received should be exchangeable into goods of equal value at a later date, or else the 

trader wouldn’t accept the trade in the first place. The base assumption that CBDC is 

money means that it must fulfill these three functions if implemented. 

A CBDC is different from the traditional fiat money system with banknotes in two 

distinct ways. First, similar to notes in circulation, a CBDC is a claim on the central bank 

and a liability on the central bank’s balance sheet. Second, unlike notes, it is entirely 

digital. By this definition, CBDC already exists today; “commercial banks hold digital 

claims on central banks in the form of deposits” (Mersch, 2017). However, the third 

characteristic of CBDC in this research is that CBDC refers to publicly available CBDC or 

“retail” CBDC unless otherwise stated. 

2.2 The monetary value of a CBDC 

The value of CBDC is first and foremost determined by the central bank’s exchange rate 

of money to CBDC. Suppose the exchange rate is 5 to 1, such that 5 kr buy one “ekr” 

(CBDC), then vendors would use this new unit of account to create a CBDC valuation for 

all their products and services. This is neither practical nor effective and shows how the 

exchange rate of 1 money to 1 CBDC is intuitively the correct base rate. 

An important consideration is that CBDC is inherently less risky than bank deposits 

because central banks are less likely to default than commercial banks. For example, a 

central bank can’t default because of insufficient CBDC because the central bank can issue 
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more digital notes without cost. However, that could, of course, have other undesirable 

side effects.  

This property of CBDC could hurt the financial system in times of turbulence. If people 

transfer all their bank deposits into CBDC simultaneously, the commercial banks’ funds 

will be depleted and risk defaulting. With an exchange rate of 1 to 1 and with people able 

to trigger the exchange immediately on their phones, it could cause a run on the banks 

to occur faster. 

This raises the question of whether the central bank should have the ability to 

manipulate demand for CBDC by, for example, adjusting its price or even providing 

discounts on specific products and services. This will change the demand for CBDC and 

could work in the central bank’s favor. The central bank could alternatively assign CBDC 

interest rates (positive or negative), apply limits on transfer amounts, or even limit the 

purchase cases of CBDC to alter demand. These actions will be expanded upon in the 

analysis section of the research. 

2.3 CBDC implementation 

The Bank of England (2020) paper on “Central Bank Digital Currency Opportunities, 

challenges and design” applied a logical 4 step approach to implement a CBDC in England. 

The first step is to clearly understand the opportunities and challenges of CBDC as they 

could impact design choices. The second step is to agree upon an overall objective that 

the CBDC should accomplish. Third, the CBDC must be designed with appropriate 

functionality and economic properties with the objective in mind, and also with clear 

provision of the private sector’s role if applicable. Finally, assessing which technology is 

best suitable for the CBDC’s financial and functional requirements (Bank of England, 

2020). 

Although this research emphasizes the economic design aspect mentioned in the Bank 

of England’s third step, it is helpful to define the functional requirements and an overview 

of the subsequent technological implementation possibilities as they can impact the 

economic design of the CBDC. As with most central banks, the primary objective is to 

maintain price and financial stability, and thus a CBDC should always be designed with 

that objective in mind. 
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2.3.1 Technological assumptions of CBDC implementation 

Since CBDC is a digitized banknote, it should follow many of the same or similar functional 

properties of non-digitized banknotes. According to the Bank of England, this requires 

that a CBDC be available, scalable, fast, and efficient. This means that it is always available 

for use, scalable based on the amount demanded, and the transaction speed is fast, like 

exchanging cash, and efficient for all users. Since the money is digitized, it must also be 

resilient, secure, and extensible. Resilient means operational without risk of downtime 

due to failures or attacks. Secure means with minimal risk of data loss, theft, or leaks. 

Extensible means adaptable to evolving demands and new technology use cases (Bank of 

England, 2020). Finally, this paper assumes that a CBDC is not anonymous to abide by 

anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing requirements (Bank for 

International Settlements, 2018). These conditions are feasible and do not impede 

desirable CBDC design features (Davoodaholsseini & Rivadeneyra, 2018). 

Determining the best technological implementation of a CBDC is outside the scope of 

this research. Still, it is nevertheless essential to work within a framework of base 

assumptions when conducting the economic analysis. The platform or infrastructure on 

which the CBDC is built has three stakeholders: the central bank, payment interface 

providers, and the end-users. The first technological assumption for the research is that 

the central bank opens the CBDC core ledger up to the private sector, which provides the 

payment interface that gives users access to the CBDC. This implies a CBDC API 

(application programming interface) that serves as an intermediary software that allows 

the private sector to integrate with the central bank’s core ledger data easily. The central 

bank could, in theory, start its own payment interface. However, it would arguably be 

more efficient to authorize regulated operators to use the API to build a payment service 

for users on top of their pre-existing services. It is in the central bank’s best interest to 

support competition in payment solutions. It lowers usage costs, minimizes risk, and 

generally results in a better product for the end-user (Bank of England, 2020). The 

potential benefits and motives for private sector cooperation with the central bank will 

be discussed further in the financial analysis section. The CBDC platform’s chart flow can 

be seen in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The CBDC platform with cooperation between private and public sector. 

 

Source: Bank of England (2020). 

The second technological assumption is that CBDC can be used to perform all types of 

payments, just like physical banknotes, including offline payments. The goal is to 

implement a CBDC as transferable and liquid as physical banknotes. Note that since only 

verified and regulated payment providers can use CBDCs, merchants are more protected 

from fraud or double-spending problems as they could claim unsuccessful payment 

transactions from the provider. This is particularly true for offline transactions, and 

payment providers need to ensure that users’ balances are often recorded if the user 

goes offline. The last recorded balance would be their maximum spending limit until they 

go back online. Protecting merchants is very important for ensuring widespread adoption 

of CBDC as a universally accessible and liquid currency for transactions, even if the 

government issues a mandate for accepting it as payment. Part of this assumption is that 

most merchants accept CBDC as payment in Iceland. 

The third technological assumption is that the CBDC is “programmable money” with 

the ability to have built-in smart contracts without significantly compromising 

performance or security. Smart contracts are simply “if statements” built into digital 

money and can be used for various useful applications (IBM, 2022). The term smart 

contract has gained popularity in the past couple of years due to the growth of NFTs (non-

fungible tokens), wherein smart contracts are primarily used to verify the authenticity of 
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digital assets (Ethereum Foundation, 2022). Smart contracts can also give owners of NFT-

based digital assets certain privileges. For example, a smart contract can be programmed 

into an NFT to provide the original creator of the NFT a percentage royalty fee each time 

the NFT exchanges owners. One can then see the benefit this would have to a central 

bank that could then add various useful functions such as automatic transaction fees (a 

form of taxation) or even transaction rebates to encourage CBDC spending. The 

programmable money assumption is important because it would enable the central bank 

to conduct various monetary actions on CBDC very efficiently and without the 

interference of payment providers. 

For clarification, it is helpful to briefly discuss the distinction between a central bank 

digital currency and a central bank cryptocurrency because a central bank digital currency 

does not necessarily have to be cryptocurrency-based. A cryptocurrency is “a medium of 

exchange, created and stored electronically in the blockchain, using encryption 

techniques to control monetary units’ creation and verify the transfer of funds” (PWC, 

2017). Thus, it is a subset of digital currency or electronic currency by its nature. Bech and 

Garratt’s (2017) paper “Central bank cryptocurrencies” presents a taxonomy of money 

and shows the various types of currency in “The money flower” in figure 2. 

Figure 2. The money flower for cryptocurrencies. 

 

Source: Bech & Garratt (2017). 
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The definition of peer-to-peer is an “electronic form of central bank money that can 

be exchanged in a decentralized manner” (Bech & Garratt, 2017). Without this definition, 

the diagram can be misleading and suggest that central bank digital currencies need to 

be cryptocurrency-based if they were to be used as a medium of exchange between 

people. 

Mersch (2017) only refers to central bank digital currency in the “Money flower” of 

figure 2 when commercial banks have digital claims on the central bank. It is important 

to note that almost every use of blockchain technology relies on a distributed ledger 

technology (DLT) because it allows transactions to be verified without a centralized 

authority. However, even though it is technically possible for a single entity to use 

blockchain technology, it would not make logical sense as they would be spending 

resources to verify their own changes to the blockchain ledger (Berentsen & Schär, 2018; 

Davoodaholsseini & Rivadeneyra, 2018). If the central bank wants to govern the CBDC, 

then it would be inefficient to do so if it were to utilize a decentralized ledger technology 

with tokens instead of traditional accounts (Bank of England, 2020). In their paper 

“Macroeconomics of CBDC”, Barrdear & Kumhof (2019, p. 8) believe using a distributed 

ledger is only a practical matter if it can be implemented “without the explosive costs of 

existing cryptocurrencies”.  

Technology in this field is rapidly evolving, and many things have changed since 

Berentsen & Schär (2018) and Davoodaholsseini & Rivadeneyra (2018). There now exists 

enterprise versions of DLT like the one offered by IBM, called Hyperledger Fabric, which 

Nigeria currently uses for its e-Naira CBDC (Central Bank of Nigeria, 2022). Whether DLT 

is chosen or not, it does not impede the central bank’s ability to introduce a 

programmable CBDC with smart contracts. Although smart contracts are necessary for 

cryptocurrencies, a cryptocurrency is not necessary for smart contracts and 

programmable money. Therefore, this research will assume that the central bank does 

not structure its currency like cryptocurrency with a blockchain-type ledger or DLT. 

However, the research does not advocate for one or the other, nor does it impact any of 

the economic design choices. 
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3 Iceland and its Central Bank 

To determine how a CBDC should be implemented in Iceland, it is essential to study the 

Icelandic economic environment and how well the Central bank has performed in 

maintaining price and financial stability. This entails clearly defining how the central bank 

operates and how effective its actions are by looking at historical performance. This 

establishes a baseline for comparing the potential effects of CBDC designs. It should also 

shed light on which areas need improvement that a CBDC could potentially help with. 

3.1 The socioeconomic and financial properties of Iceland  

CBDC has gained significant interest over the past several years because it is a relatively 

new invention only made possible with recent technological development and its 

potential to address many of the economic challenges in the world, namely financial 

inclusion. With approximately 80% of the world having access to smartphones (Statista, 

2022; Statistics Times, 2021) and over 25% of the world without access to financial 

services (United Nations, 2016), it becomes very clear that there is an opportunity for 

many underdeveloped countries to adopt a CBDC to increase trade, wealth and economic 

growth. In fact, 30 countries worldwide are exploring the pros and cons of retail CBDC, 

and nine countries have already released CBDC for public use, eight countries in the 

Caribbean and Nigeria (Biyani et al., 2021).   

However, Iceland is not an underdeveloped country with low financial inclusion. On 

the contrary, Iceland is a country with one of the highest real GDP per capita in the 

Europe, at €36.890 in 2021 (Eurostat, 2022b). See figure 3 for real GDP per capita 

comparison: 
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Figure 3. Iceland’s real GDP per capita compared to EU countries. 

 

Source: Eurostat (2022b). 

Based on customer data from the three biggest banks in Iceland, their retail customers 

total 354,500 people. Landsbankinn has 115,500 customers with claimed 31.22% market 

share (Landsbankinn, 2022), while Íslandsbanki claims approximately 138,000 customers 

(Íslandsbanki, 2022) and Arion Banki states 101,000 retail customers (Arion Banki, 2022a). 

This totals to 354,500 retail customers among the three largest banks estimated to hold 

more than 95% market share of the entire Icelandic population. However, this does not 

consider that there could be duplicate accounts between banks and foreign accounts; see 

figure 4 for segmentation. Arion Banki claims that it has 94,000 people who use its 

banking app, representing over 93% of its customers (Arion Banki, 2022a). That says that 

a very high percentage of the Icelandic population uses financial technology for banking 

purposes. With a total population of nearly 370,000 people (Hagstofa Íslands, 2021), 

Iceland is not only overwhelmingly financially inclusive but also very advanced in using 

technology to facilitate banking services made available by the app, such as making 

money transfers or applying for overdrafts. 
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Figure 4. Financial Inclusion of Icelanders. 

 

Source: Landsbankinn (2022), Arion Banki (2022), and Íslandsbanki (2022). 

Therefore, the argument for CBDC’s ability to increase financial inclusion does not 

apply to Iceland. At the same time, since most Icelanders already have a bank account 

and utilize technology to facilitate financial transactions, then CBDC would likely be 

quickly adopted by the public if given an incentive. CBDC would effectively compete 

against commercial bank money, but if the banking sector is already efficient, fast, and 

provides its customers with excellent services, why would the public use CBDC? There 

thus needs to be an incentive for Icelanders to adopt CBDC. These incentives will be 

studied in the analysis section below, and how much CBDC is required to be considered 

effective for the central bank. 

3.2 Central Bank Policies and the Money Supply 

The money supply is the total amount of money in circulation in the economy, often 

referred to as M1 or narrow money. The definition of M1 varies slightly by country, but 

in Iceland, it equals the total cash in circulation plus bank deposits. Broad money or M3 

equals M1 plus savings and short-term liquid certificates of deposit savings (Central Bank 

of Iceland, 2021b).  

Controlling the money supply is a critical task of central banks because of the 

relationship between the price level P, GDP Y, the money supply M and the velocity of 

money V, known as the Quantity Equation. Equation (1) describes the relationship: 
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 𝑃𝑌 = 𝑀𝑉 (1) 

Source: Mankiw (2009, p. 86). 

Suppose the velocity of money is assumed to be constant, and GDP grows at a constant 

rate. In that case, after simplification of the Quantity Equation, the percent change in 

price is directly correlated to the percent change in the money supply: 

 %𝑃 =  %𝑀 −  %𝑌 + %𝑉 (2) 

becomes 

 %𝑃 =  %𝑀 (3) 

Source: Mankiw (2009, p. 90). 

With this relationship established, the central bank must be wary of “printing money” 

due to the danger of creating hyperinflation and the ensuing economic instability. To 

clarify, the central bank does not directly print money; it currently changes the money 

supply by changing the key interest rates, changing reserve requirements, buying and 

selling currency, and issuing or buying/selling government bonds (open market 

operations) (Langdana, 2016). 

In brief, changing key interest rates changes the cost of holding money. If interest rates 

rise, people save more to seek higher interest on their money, and the cost of holding 

that money goes up. In other words, the demand for money decreases with higher key 

interest rates and vice versa (Mankiw, 2009). Similarly, the issuance of government bonds 

with attractive interest rates causes an outflow of money in circulation. Buying and selling 

of currency impact the exchange rate of the króna, affecting net exports and thus GDP 

(Mankiw, 2009). Finally, changing the reserve requirements of commercial banks changes 

the money multiplier of bank reserves which, over time, increases the money supply by 

the following equation: 

 𝑀 =  
𝑐𝑟+1

𝑐𝑟+𝑟𝑟
× 𝐵 (4) 

Source: Mankiw (2009, p. 551). 
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where M is the money supply, cr is the ratio of currency to deposit ratio held by 

households, rr is the reserve requirement, and B is the monetary base or MB (sometimes 

M0), which is equal to all currency in circulation plus the money reserves of all the 

commercial banks. 

Utilizing the CBI’s statistics with equation (4), M is equivalent to M2, which is M1 plus 

sight deposits or liquid general savings accounts (Central Bank of Iceland, 2021b). 

Iceland’s cr ratio is equal to 5.21% as of March 2021, calculated by dividing the total cash 

in circulation (72 billion kr) by M2 minus cash (1,380 billion kr). For comparison, the US’s 

cr ratio is equal to 11.4%. Then, using Iceland’s total reserve requirement of 1% (Central 

Bank of Iceland, 2021b), the money supply M2 should be equal to 3,296 billion kr 

according to equation (4). However, M2 is only stated to equal 1,452 billion kr, less than 

half of the calculated amount. The discrepancy is explained by banks holding excess 

reserves and liquidity requirements. The “effective reserve requirement” is 8.88% 

(calculated with goal seek), significantly higher than CBI’s minimum reserve requirement 

of 1%. 8.88% corresponds to the amount of money that the financial institutions are 

holding based on liquidity requirements, approximately 8.5 to 9 times the reserve 

requirement of 1% (Central Bank of Iceland, 2020). Although the reserve requirement 

plays a smaller role than before, it affects the LCR ratio, which thus determines how much 

credit financial institutions can allocate (Central Bank of Iceland, 2020). 

Ultimately, the central bank’s tools depend on the banks and people behaving 

rationally, and so long as the central bank has a reputation for consistency and maintains 

trust, that ensures that policies have the intended and swift effect. This is unfortunately 

not always the case. A commercial bank’s ability to hold excess reserves is an excellent 

example of inefficiency in the central bank’s actions. The central bank could also increase 

bank liquidity by purchasing the commercial banks’ government bonds. This causes the 

banks to lower loan interest rates to drive demand for money so that they can lend their 

excess cash quicker (Langdana, 2016). However, an increase or decrease in key interest 

rates could take time to fully affect the money supply because demand for money is 

sometimes unpredictable, mainly when there is economic instability and increased risk. 

At the same time, “near money” or nonmonetary assets that work as substitutes for 

money like stocks and bonds (because they store value and are easily liquid) can render 
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interest rate changes ineffective as well as people may choose not to bring their money 

into circulation (Mankiw, 2009). Times of uncertainty can create friction between interest 

rate changes and the demand for money.  

Although not favored by the CBI, quantitative easing (QE) has been a popular monetary 

policy of central banks in Europe and the US post-financial crisis 2008, namely in low 

inflation countries and when the key interest rate is close to zero.  For example, the US 

Federal reserve spent 4 trillion USD buying mortgage-backed securities from the banks to 

increase the money supply between 2008 and 2013. One of the minds behind the US QE 

program, Andrew Huszar, admitted that although the program had intended to help 

“main street”, it had the most effect on “wall street”. With the key interest rates dropping 

to zero, an abundance of money, and the ability to lend out money at loan interest rates 

as high as 6%, it was the banks that gained the most, posting record profits in 2009 and 

2010 (Langdana, 2016). Worried about rising inflation and a liquidity trap, the US Federal 

Reserve raised the key interest rate for the first time in 7 years in 2015 by 25 points 

(Federal Reserve, 2022). 

A CBDC would give the central bank another tool to alter the money supply without 

worrying about bank interference or time delays. The central bank could simulate open 

market operations by incentivizing movie money into CBDC and thus reducing bank 

deposits. Another example is to simulate interest rate changes by enabling banks to own 

and loan out CBDC at appropriate rates. A CBDC is therefore potentially a versatile option 

for the central bank to conduct its policies in addition to its current arsenal. 

3.3 The Central Bank of Iceland: current policies and performance 

With the classical policy tools of central banks defined, it is essential to study the CBI and 

how it operates. Since the research aims to develop a CBDC structure that complements 

CBI’s policies and maintains price and financial stability, it is crucial to determine how it 

has historically performed and its targets. 

CBI’s monetary policy is to “maintain price stability and to keep inflation as close as 

possible to the inflation target, which is set at 2.5%” (Central Bank of Iceland, 2022e). An 

inflation target is a convenient way to provide the public and financial institutions with a 

clear picture of the central bank’s intentions. If inflation goes above it, the country can 
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expect measures to bring it down to the target and vice versa. And provided that CBI 

sticks to this target, it maintains credibility (Pétursson, 2007). In fact, a deviation of 1.5% 

from the target requires the CBI to submit a public report explaining why and how they 

aim to reach its target. The stringency is important because even expectations about 

future inflation play a big part in how people behave today. The price level may increase 

today if expectations are that they will increase in the future (Central Bank of Iceland, 

2022i). Without credibility, the CBI’s policies will not impact market expectations, and 

prices and wages will remain “sticky” (Pétursson, 2007). According to Þórarinn G. 

Pétursson (2007), chief economist of the CBI, the central bank’s primary tool in achieving 

its monetary policy is to change the key interest rate. Still, it also “takes decisions on 

minimum reserve requirements, foreign exchange market transactions, and securities 

transactions undertaken with the aim of achieving the Bank’s price stability objectives'' 

(Central Bank of Iceland, 2022f). QE has only amounted to 19 billion kr since the second 

quarter of 2020, a fraction of the money supply M1 720 billion kr (Central Bank of Iceland, 

2021a). However, this is likely not a monetary policy instrument but rather a program to 

support the liquidity of government bonds. An overview of the effects of the central 

bank’s key interest rate, or policy rate, is found in the monetary transmission mechanism 

in figure 5. The widespread impact of changing the policy rate is thus why it is the central 

bank’s foremost tool in monetary policy. 

Figure 5. The monetary transmission mechanism. 

 

Source: Pétursson (2001) 
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The performance of the CBI’s policies has been very varied over the past 21 years, 

although the financial turbulence has been unprecedented with both the financial crisis 

of 2008 and Covid-19. 

Figure 6. Inflation versus key interest rates with the 2.5% inflation target. 

 

Source: Central Bank of Iceland (2022d) and Hagstofa Íslands (2022f). 

Figure 6 shows inflation on a 12-month basis and the key interest rate since the CBI's 

adoption of the 2.5% inflation target in March of 2001. Applying regression analysis to 

the relationship between the two variables results in a positive correlation of 0.72 and a 

p-value of 0 (2.83357E-42) with 95% confidence, indicating that the null hypothesis of no 

correlation is rejected. However, the linear coefficient between inflation and the 

dependent variable key interest rate is 0.611. Interpreting the effectiveness of the key 

interest rate changes in countering inflation using correlation coefficients is challenging 

for several reasons. According to Rasche & Williams’ (2007) report on the effectiveness 

of the monetary policy, given that central banks are often presented with a lack of 

accurate information about the current state, volatile forecasts of the future state of the 

economy, and lack of precise information about how policy actions affect the economy, 

one wonders if central banks are shooting in the dark when conducting monetary policy. 

Their method of measuring monetary policy effectiveness instead utilizes the moving 

average of inflation compared to the inflation target (slope of 0 in figure 6). This implies 

that the linear regression coefficient between the key interest rate and inflation should 
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approach zero in theory if given enough time. This also means that the correlation 

coefficient between the leading moving average of inflation (approaching a slope of 0, 

i.e., steadiness) and the inflation target should approach 1 in steady-state. However, 

Iceland’s high inflation in this period is primarily due to the weakening of the króna during 

the financial crisis. The situation also becomes very complex, to the point that traditional 

economic models stop being descriptive. Hence, a high linear coefficient over the past 

two decades is not very indicative of CBI’s performance. 

A closer look at the past 11 years in figure 7 shows that a rise in inflation is responded 

to with an increase in the key interest rate, followed by a decline in inflation. The decline 

in inflation is then met with a decrease in the key interest rate, and so the cycle continues. 

As one would expect, interest rate changes respond to inflation information. The 

correlation between inflation and the key interest rate has been significantly weaker in 

the past 11 years than in the past 21 years, with a correlation of 0.31 and a linear 

coefficient of -0.287. The p-value is 0.000219, and the null hypothesis of no correlation is 

thus rejected. This is a significant difference from the times before and during the 

financial crisis. A linear coefficient closer to zero indicates that monetary policy was more 

effective post-financial crisis. 

Figure 7. The relationship between inflation and the key interest rate 2011-2022. 

 

Source: Central Bank of Iceland (2022d) and Hagstofa Íslands (2022f). 

Interestingly from March 2001 until February 2022, inflation has been above target 

69.4% of the time, or for 175 months out of 252 months. Only if the inflation target were 
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1.2% higher at 3.7% would inflation finally be nearly equal months above the inflation 

target as it spends below the target or 123 versus 129 months. However, to the CBI's 

credit, inflation was kept near the inflation target post-financial crisis from 2013 to the 

end of 2019 until the Covid-19 pandemic hit. The lowering of the key interest rate began 

after the fall of WOW air in 2019, and fears of slowed tourism caused a weakening of the 

króna. As a country that imports many of its goods, a weaker króna means that things 

become more expensive, and inflation arises (Gunnarsson, 2021). The steep rise in 

inflation from the middle of 2020 until now can be partially explained by the historically 

low-interest rates of 2020 and 2021, but they are also the result of global supply chain 

issues, higher oil and shipping costs, higher wages, and a sharp rise in real estate prices 

(Central Bank of Iceland, 2022h). As expected, the CBI has responded by considerably 

raising interest rates to curb inflation. Considering that the linear coefficient between 

inflation and the key interest rate was closer to zero in the period post-recession and that 

inflation remained near the target for nearly seven years, it is clear that the CBI’s 

monetary policy was successful. 

The market currently predicts that CBI’s key interest rate will continue to rise through 

2022 and reach a peak between 3 and 4% in 2023, see figure 8. 

Figure 8. Key interest rate forecast (orange dots are the market’s prediction). 

 

Source: Central Bank of Iceland (2022h). 

As a result, inflation is expected to decline in the second half of 2022 and reach 3% by 

the end of 2023.  
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Figure 9. Inflation forecast with confidence intervals. 

 

Source: Central Bank of Iceland (2022h). 

This model was released two weeks before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, which sent 

global oil and gas prices sharply upwards. This will impact shipping and production costs 

and support increased inflation, not represented in figure 9 (Kolaczkowski, 2022). 

Therefore, the CBI might need to increase interest rates higher than predicted to stabilize 

prices. 

Concerning financial stability, the central bank plays a crucial role. In CBI’s words, 

“financial stability means that the financial system is equipped to withstand shocks to the 

economy and financial markets, to mediate credit and payments, and to redistribute risks 

appropriately” (Central Bank of Iceland, 2022k, p. 1). It is clear that the financial sector is 

much safer than it was pre-crisis 2008. For example, capital requirements are nearly twice 

that of the pre-financial crisis, where the equity ratio of the banks hovered around 10% 

(Central Bank of Iceland, 2005) between 2000 and 2005. This is due to various capital 

buffers applied to account for systemic risk (Central Bank of Iceland, 2022a). The central 

bank also sets maximum loan to value ratios on mortgage lending to minimize loan 

defaults which were a significant cause of the 2008 crisis (Central Bank of Iceland, 2022j). 

Measuring financial stability is a challenging task. Nevertheless, the system can be 

simulated through models and tested by quickly adjusting key variables. The CBI’s QMM 

model is an excellent example of a detailed model used for simulating economic shocks. 
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These tests help the CBI better understand how its policies affect the economy and 

whether or not it can handle various economic changes (Central Bank of Iceland, 2022l). 

Financial stability is a broad term, and there is a delicate balance between the stability 

of the banking sector and people’s outlook on the economy, but Icelanders are generally 

very well off. Iceland’s financial services are advanced, and user participation in 

technology solutions is very high. Transactions occur instantaneously and with low cost, 

and people can quickly apply for an overdraft, loans, and other things with a simple 

mobile app. The motive for changing the status quo is not apparent, and the introduction 

of a CBDC could reduce financial stability despite increasing consumer choice and 

competition in payment methods. 

On the other hand, discontent with the financial system is often associated with high-

interest rates on loans, especially compared to other Nordic countries. However, high 

interest rates on loans are primarily due to Iceland’s higher inflation. The lowest available 

real variable mortgage rate in Iceland as of March 2022 is 1.49% from Arion Banki (Arion 

Banki., 2022b). With inflation added, the Icelandic mortgage rates are significantly higher 

than those of other EU countries.  See figure 10 for nominal variable mortgage interest 

rates in the EU for comparison. The EU rates with inflation are nearly the same as the 

Icelandic rates without inflation. The report is from October 2021 so the nominal interest 

rates presented are lower than they are at the time of writing (April 2022) due to high 

inflation in the Euro area, with inflation in the Euro area reaching as high as 7.5% in March 

2022 due to soaring energy prices (Eurostat, 2022a). 
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Figure 10. Nominal variable mortgage interest rates in the EU. 

 

Source: Swedish Bankers’ Association (2021). 

The banks’ profits are often pointed to in the argument for lower interest rates, citing 

that the gain is at the expense of homeowners. That is a reasonable claim: the three 

leading banks post record profits in 2021, with a combined profit of 81.3 billion kr, not far 

off the total profit of the banks in the three previous years put together, which was 94.1 

billion kr. At the same time, according to the CEO of Arion Banki, Benedikt Gíslason, the 

bank's return is only now reaching the same level as other banks in Scandinavia 

(Halldórsson, 2022). An interest-bearing CBDC could set the standard for interest rates 

across the economy and force the banks to increase interest on bank deposits with 

unclear effects on the mortgage rates. 

Another critical factor in ensuring financial stability is supplying counterparties in 

transactions with the CBI (Arion Banki, Landsbankinn, Íslandsbanki, and Kvika Banki) with 

various short-term credit lines to support economic shocks, supervising the interbank 

market for krónur (REIBOR) and providing overnight loans and current accounts, as well 

as seven-day and fourteen-day term deposits with interest (Central Bank of Iceland, 

2022c). Part of CBI’s promotion of financial stability is ensuring an adequate financial 

market infrastructure on which Iceland’s financial institutions operate. In particular, the 

CBI must act as a payment intermediary, which it accomplishes with its Interbank 

Payment System (Central Bank of Iceland, 2022g). Integrating CBDC into the Interbank 

Payment System is, therefore, a task to be analyzed and how it would operate within the 

traditional confines of króna transactions between the counterparties. 
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4 The economic design of a CBDC 

The purpose of the research is to determine an economic design for a CBDC that helps 

the CBI achieve its goal of financial and price stability. As previously discussed, there are 

various methods and policies that the CBI can currently use to impact both. Financial 

stability and price stability often operate in tandem, particularly when monetary policies 

such as interest rate changes are applied as they have a significant impact on the banking 

sector. As a result, the analysis section will first question various economic design aspects 

for a CBDC concerning price stability, then financial stability, and finally, the combined 

impact.  

In essence, the analysis begins with a method of elimination that relies on determining 

the weaknesses of standard-issue CBDC that behaves identically to holding physical 

notes. That is, a CBDC with no interest, no spending or transfer limits, accessible to all, 

and equal in value to the Icelandic króna. Once the challenges with a standard CBDC have 

been identified, each weakness is countered with potential design features to minimize 

the negative impact. The standard-issue CBDC design choices are thereby eliminated one 

by one. Various solutions may exist for a given negative. Although not a zero-sum game, 

this minimax-esque strategy will determine a new standard design for CBDC. This new 

CBDC baseline can subsequently be improved upon with added or enhanced features to 

maximize the central bank’s outcome or ability to conduct its policies so long as they don’t 

create additional problems elsewhere. 

It is important to note that some of the design features provide benefits not directly 

related to price and financial stability. Given that the central bank is a state-operated 

organization, its purpose is inherently welfare-maximizing. Thus, the non-economic costs 

and benefits of CBDC must be analyzed in detail before deciding on a CBDC 

implementation. 

The standard-issue CBDC to be used as a baseline only has the properties previously 

discussed, which are: 

➢ CBDC is money because it fulfills the three functions of money (medium of 
exchange, store of value, and unit of account) 

➢ CBDC should be pegged to Icelandic króna 1 to 1 (its exchange could still be 
adjusted by the central bank if required) 
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➢ CBDC should have the same properties as traditional notes, with the currency 
being scalable, fast, and efficient. Since it is digital money, it must also be 
resilient, secure, and extensible 

The implication of having the same properties as traditional notes also means that the: 

➢ CBDC is not interest-bearing and has no limits on spending, transfers, or 
holding it  

A CBDC that aims to be a near-perfect substitute for physical notes is thus the standard 

CBDC used for comparison in this research in the first part of the analysis. The second 

part of the research concerns interest-bearing CBDC and the implications of that design.  

4.1 The non-interest-bearing CBDC 

4.1.1 The problems of a standard CBDC design 

To understand the issues with the standard CBDC design, reviewing the inherent 

differences between CBDC and money used today is crucial: reserve money, commercial 

bank money, and physical notes. In figure 11, Bjerg’s (2017) Venn diagram of the three 

kinds of money relative to CBDC makes the distinction between them clear: 

Figure 11. Bjerg’s CBDC Venn diagram. 

 

Source: Bjerg (2017). 

There is no notable difference in function between reserve money and the standard-

issue CBDC. That is because CBDC contains all the same elements of reserve money, and 
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if CBDC were to be used as reserve money, it would no longer be accessible (used freely 

and rapidly withdrawn). Security and technological implementation aside, the only 

problems arising from CBDC are the interplay between CBDC, cash, and commercial bank 

account money. 

The main difference between cash and CBDC is that CBDC is digital or electronic. 

Although cash offers complete anonymity, which many people value in transactions, 

there are also certain frictions associated with using cash which can be eliminated with 

the use of CBDC. For example, carrying cash requires having pocket space to store money 

or a wallet and also needs to be stored safely without damage for it to be usable. On the 

other hand, CBDC requires a working electronic device. However, based on the usage 

reports from Iceland’s commercial banks, the majority of the population already uses 

electronic devices capable of financial transactions. Also, many corporations are 

beginning to accept electronic payment only, rendering cash useless. These are all valid 

differences between the two monies, and none of them pose any particular danger or 

problem to the economy.  

At the same, the electronic nature of CBDC would offer Icelanders the opportunity to 

safely, quickly, and frictionlessly transfer commercial bank money into CBDC based on 

the standard-issue assumptions, and they would be able to do so at a rate much quicker 

than if they were to convert their bank money into cash. This poses obvious problems in 

times of financial distress due to the potential for faster runs on the banks, wherein users 

could withdraw their entire balances with the click of a button (Bank of England, 2020).  

Given that the main difference between bank account money and CBDC is that CBDC 

is a central bank-issued and thus risk-free, it is understandable that runs away from banks 

and into CBDC are likely when confidence in the banking system suddenly diminishes 

despite deposit insurance (Bank for International Settlements, 2018). Therein lies the 

second concern with CBDC. Since CBDC is risk-free and a convenient store of value, 

appealing to the 95% of the Icelandic population that use electronic banking, the 

introduction of CBDC has the potential to compete directly with commercial bank money.  

The implications of a widespread and potentially permanent transfer of capital away 

from commercial banks are concerning for many reasons. In a report on CBDC published 

by the Bank for International Settlements (2018, p. 2) (BIS), they argue that CBDC would 
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potentially increase the role of the central bank in financial systems, namely in allocating 

economic resources, “which could entail overall economic losses should such entities be 

less efficient than the private sector in allocating resources” and “could lead to greater 

political interference”. 

A transfer of money into CBDC reduces the bank’s low-cost funding, which will likely 

cause the banks to adjust their policies. BIS notes that banks could raise interest rates and 

transaction fees to maintain profitability. Seeking funding at higher costs necessitates 

lower profits at current rates or the same profits at higher rates. Depending on the 

attractiveness of CBDC, retail banks could be forced to shrink their balance sheets which 

in turn would put the entire financial system at risk (Blindseil, 2020). The banks could also 

potentially invest in riskier assets to maintain profitability (Bank for International 

Settlements, 2018). There is also a great possibility that banks would reduce lending and 

preemptively sell assets to hold larger reserves to withstand the potential sudden change 

in deposits, thus worsening or prolonging financial shocks (Bank of England, 2020). 

Additionally, suppose deposits are exchanged into CBDC en masse. In that case, the 

CBI might need to accept additional assets as collateral to prevent a contraction of the 

financial sector, adding unwanted risk to its balance sheet (Bank for International 

Settlements, 2018). High demand for CBDC issuance could also necessitate taking on 

various government debt and bonds, which can create price volatility. Regarding price 

volatility, the BIS discouragingly states:  

If CBDC replaced a large portion of bank deposits, central bank demand for 
government securities could be large, affecting sovereign debt markets. More 
broadly, a larger balance sheet could present challenges as it reduces the role 
of the market in price setting. Such a reduction could lead to allocative 
distortions and tie up higher-quality assets. This could, in turn, adversely 
affect the functioning of collateral markets. 
(Bank for International Settlements, 2018, p. 15) 

4.1.2 The likelihood of the standard CBDC problems 

The two stated problems with CBDC are evident: the potential for faster bank runs and 

disintermediation of banks. These are real concerns, but if their realization is low, they 

do not weigh heavily in the consideration for standard CBDC implementation. This section 

first examines the likelihood of bank disintermediation resulting from a large-scale 

transfer of bank deposits into CBDC, followed by a study of bank runs. 
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In a paper titled “Broadening narrow money”, Meaning et al. (2018, p. 17) argued that 

if CBDC carried an interest rate, then it would be composed of a “premium derived from 

the non-pecuniary transactional utility (or convenience yield)”. They suggest that the 

interest rate for CBDC, RC, that “clears the market” must be equivalent in value to the 

risk-free rate R minus the convenience yield ϕC: 

 𝑅𝐶  =  𝑅 −  𝜙𝐶  (5) 

Source: Meaning et al. (2018, p. 18). 

In other words, equation (5) implies that there is some interest rate ϕc that people are 

willing to pay to hold CBDC over illiquid risk-free assets. Extrapolating this logic and 

assuming a standard-issue CBDC carrying a zero interest rate, if CBDC is compared to bank 

deposits, then it is possible to determine what the effective bank deposit interest rate, 

RB, required to theoretically prevent a sudden shift into CBDC in regular economic times 

(see Appendix A in Meaning et al. (2018) for the inspiration). Note that the risk-free 

premium of CBDC is denoted as ϕRf, which means that the effective rate on CBDC is RC. 

Also, the convenience yield of bank services is represented as ϕB, and the listed bank 

deposit rate is RD. Bank services are, for example, access to financial services, overdrafts, 

and money transfers. Given that the probability of default (perceived) is 𝞭, then the 

effective deposit interest rate RB that people are willing to pay to have money deposited 

in banks is: 

 𝑅𝐵  =  − 𝑅𝐷  −  𝜙𝐵  −   𝜙𝑅𝑓(1 − 𝛿) (6) 

where 𝜙𝑅𝑓(1 − 𝛿) is the risk-free premium multiplied by the probability of no default. If 

zero interest rate is assumed for CBDC, then RC = - ϕRf. Since the condition for indifference 

between CBDC and bank deposits is when RC = RB, isolating equation (6) yields what the 

convenience yield of bank services should be in terms of ϕRf: 

 − 𝜙𝑅𝑓  =  − 𝑅𝐷  −  𝜙𝐵  −  𝜙𝑅𝑓(1 − 𝛿) (7) 

becomes 

 𝑅𝐷  +  𝜙𝐵  =  𝜙𝑅𝑓 𝛿 (8) 
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Equation (8), the indifference condition between zero interest CBDC and bank 

deposits, shows that the risk-free premium of CBDC would need to be significantly higher 

than the convenience yield of banks plus deposit rate in order to sway people to hold 

CBDC over bank deposits. That is considering that 𝞭 is a very small probability and even 

when the average sight deposit rate of the three largest banks in Iceland is low at 0.1% 

(Aurbjörg, 2022). However, if 𝞭 were to increase very significantly and so suddenly that 

banks could not increase RB fast enough to adapt, only then would there be a significant 

risk to the banks’ deposits. Similarly, if people were suddenly willing to pay more to store 

their assets safely and ϕRf would increase by a multiple, then this also poses a significant 

risk to banks and their deposits. It is also likely that ϕRf is positively dependent on 𝞭 

because people would be willing to pay more for safety if the likelihood of bank default 

increases which implies that the term ϕRf 𝞭 increases quadratically in times of high 

instability. The implication of this relationship shows how changes in 𝞭 can create volatile 

fluctuations in demand for CBDC. 

Although introducing a zero interest CBDC would give the banks competition for 

electronic money, ending their monopoly, a massive switch to CBDC is highly unlikely at 

zero interest rates due to the convenience yield and deposit rate on bank accounts, 

especially given the deposit insurance of banks in Iceland. 

Furthermore, evidence from Chiu and Hill (2015) suggests that retail deposits are rate-

inelastic with an elasticity of 0.3 for household deposits with respect to the interest rate 

paid. This indicates that CBDC would also be relatively rate-inelastic. Granted, household 

deposits are less attractive than CBDC, so it is unclear whether an elasticity of 0.3 would 

also apply to CBDC. Therefore, the incentive of holding CBDC (RC) would need to be even 

higher than the effective bank deposit rate RD. 

The concern that funds can be withdrawn faster with CBDC seems to essentially 

neglect the fact that consumers can already rapidly withdraw their bank deposits and into 

other forms of money. Icelandic Fintech company Myntkaup is an example of a service 

that enables people to quickly deposit money into Euros, Bitcoin, or Ethereum. Patrekur 

Maron Magnússon (personal communication, April, 2022), the CEO of Myntkaup, 

commented that Icelandic their account holders are currently more than 10.000, or 

approximately 1/10 that of the accounts held by the largest banks. Magnússon also noted 
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that since Myntkaup operates without fractional reserve banking, it is thus void of 

classical default risk and would be a safe and straightforward way to withdraw funds in 

case of a financial crisis. Transfer speeds are almost always within 24 hours but can be up 

to 2 days if very large amounts are deposited or withdrawn into Myntkaup in Euros or 

cryptocurrency.  Signing up for Myntkaup takes less than a minute with electronic ID 

verification. Although a cryptocurrency investment could not be considered safe during a 

financial crisis, Myntkaup offers a quick transfer into Euros. For example, only 17% of 

Icelandic cryptocurrency owners bought cryptocurrency because they do not trust other 

traditional currencies (Central Bank of Iceland, 2022b). However, Myntkaup would only 

serve as a great store of value but does not serve well as a suitable medium of exchange; 

the money would need to be transferred to a financial institution with the point of service 

support. 

The result of analyzing the problems of a standard-issue CBDC suggests that although 

it enables a faster withdrawal of funds compared to cash, that is not a significant concern 

considering that consumers can already use 3rd party services like Myntkaup to store or 

withdraw their funds swiftly in times of financial distress if their perceived default 

probability 𝞭 increases sharply. Similarly, since a standard-issue CBDC carries a zero 

interest rate, consumers will likely value banking services higher than the no-default 

premium associated with the risk-free CBDC. A summary of the challenges and counter-

arguments can be found in table 1: 

Table 1. Problems and counter-arguments to the standard-issue CBDC. 

Source of problem Problem Counter-argument 

CBDC is an electronic money Enables a faster withdrawal 
rate in a financial crisis 

Fintech already enables fast 
withdrawal options, so the 

risk is already prevalent 

CBDC is risk-free (thus, the 
effective interest rate is non-

zero and positive) 

A large transfer from bank 
deposits into CBDC leads 

would lead to the 
disintermediation of banks. 

The demand for CBDC will 
arguably be very low given 
the value of bank services 
and due to rate-inelasticity 
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The Central Bank of Sweden’s (2018) analysis in the report titled “The Riksbank’s e-

krona project”, supports the results in table 1. The Central Bank of Sweden agrees with 

these problems but also suggests that people and investors already can quickly transfer 

funds between financial institutions. Thus, the introduction of CBDC would not bring 

about any new risks when it comes to the possibility of fast bank runs. Furthermore, it 

claims that central banks can already, in a worst-case scenario, provide endless liquidity 

to banks in the case of a run and serve as a lender of last resort. 

In a discussion paper on CBDC, the Bank of England (2020) argues that a zero interest 

CBDC would reinforce the zero lower bound, meaning that bank deposit interest rates 

would never go far below zero because people would simply switch to CBDC as a better 

store of value. Although this seems to be a positive for consumers and banks, if it were 

to hinder CBI’s ability to conduct monetary policy, it could negatively affect all 

stakeholders in the end. This is a hypothetical scenario for Iceland. That is because cash, 

which already serves as a zero lower bound to an extent, would need to be eradicated 

from the economy, and Iceland would have to be faced with periods of meager inflation 

for CBI to consider lowering the key interest rate below zero. In the case of low inflation, 

there are also other ways the central bank could react, such as with a quantitative easing 

strategy. The zero lower bound will be discussed separately in section 4.2.5 in the thesis. 

4.1.3 The benefits of a standard CBDC 

For CBDC to be implemented in practice, there must be a substantial benefit to the 

economy and the financial system to overcome the transitional costs. The problem and 

counter-argument analysis would suggest that ceteris paribus, any additional benefit will 

be able to tip the scales in CBDC's favor.  

The impact of CBDC is ultimately determined by how much of it there is in the 

economy. It is, for example, clear that if there is no demand for CBDC, it will have zero 

effect on the economy no matter how beneficial or costly it is to price and financial 

stability. The problem analysis above suggests that demand for CBDC would be low at a 

zero-interest rate. A CBDC would offer CBI a simple way to helicopter drop money to try 

and increase consumption. However, this would have an inflationary effect that is 

contrary to CBI’s goals since Iceland’s inflation has traditionally been above the inflation 
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target of 2.5%. Designing a CBDC that acts as a perfect substitute to cash will have similar 

demand as cash and, therefore, have little to no positive impact on CBI’s ability to conduct 

its monetary policy. 

The Central Bank of Sweden’s (2018) report “The Riksbank’s e-krona project” provides 

one insightful argument for introducing a non-interest-bearing CBDC: it guarantees 

competition in the payment market in a cash-declining economy. A note of clarification: 

unlike Iceland, Sweden’s key interest rate is negative which implies that a CBDC carrying 

a zero interest rate would diminish the efficacy of the bank’s monetary policy and 

quantitative easing as people would have an incentive to convert bank deposits into CBDC 

(Central Bank of Sweden, 2018). The report argues that if cash were to disappear from 

the economy, it could lead to increasing payment service costs as banks and financial 

institutions are no longer bound by the low transaction cost of cash (the inconveniences 

of holding cash). In the pursuit of maximizing their utility, commercial banks could act in 

ways that have negative consequences on welfare. On the contrary, central banks aim to 

maximize welfare by removing any frictions in the economy. They also point out that the 

mere option of being able to switch to a risk-free government currency brings about a 

higher level of trust in the financial system as a whole (Central Bank of Sweden, 2018). 

The benefit of a CBDC is thus that if cash ceases to exist, it will prevent rising costs in the 

payment market by offering a risk-free alternative to bank money. 

Two aspects would need to occur for cash to cease to exist in Iceland. Firstly, vendors 

would need to stop accepting cash payments. This is an increasing trend with companies 

like Dominos and Play requiring electronic payments for creating orders electronically. 

The CBI confirms that nothing legally forces vendors to accept physical cash (Proppé, 

2021). Second, tax evasion and illegal activity would cease to rely on cash for trade. If 

vendors stop using cash, that should ultimately decrease the worth of cash and its 

demand for illegal activity. Although it is challenging to get data on companies’ switch to 

electronic payment only, it is possible to analyze the ratio of cash to GDP in Iceland in 

figure 12 to determine the trend for cash used in Iceland's economy: 
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Figure 12. Cash as a percentage of GDP in Iceland. 

 

Source: Central Bank of Iceland (2021a) and Hagstofa Íslands (2022c). 

The notes and coins in circulation have nearly doubled between 2012 and 2021 from 

36,863 m kr to 72,114 m kr in Iceland (Central Bank of Iceland, 2021b). Compared to the 

figures in the “Riksbank’s e-krona project” report, Denmark had a cash to GDP percentage 

of approximately 3.5% between 2001 and 2017, Norway had a decline from 3% and 1.75% 

in the same period, and Sweden showed a steady decrease from approximately 4% to 

1.5% in the period (Central Bank of Sweden, 2018). See figure 13 for their results: 

Figure 13. Cash as a percentage of GDP in Scandinavia. 

 

Source:  Central Bank of Sweden (2018). 

The argument that CBDC is necessary to provide competition in the payment market 

is not evident based on the current trend for cash in figure 12. Suppose the increase in 

cash used in figure 11 is driven by illegal activity or tax evasion. In that case, the Icelandic 

government should consider implementing CBDC in favor of cash, banning cash entirely, 
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and solely using CBDC to provide another means of payment. Davoodalhosseini (2018, p. 

40) argues that in the case of an interest-bearing CBDC, the coexistence of cash and CBDC 

“leads to under-utilization of gains of CBDC rising from its interest-bearing feature”. 

Figure 14 shows that the condition for welfare-maximization is a high probability π of 

CBDC use: 

Figure 14. Welfare maximization in a CBDC and cash economy. 

 

Source: Davoodalhosseini (2018). 

Should this Iceland’s cash trend change in the near future, then CBI should consider 

the financial stability risks associated with rising transaction costs arising from the banks’ 

monopoly on money as well as the potential welfare benefits of interest-bearing CBDC. 

Furthermore, there are various options that people can use for payments in Iceland, like 

Aur, Kass, Revolut, Síminn Pay, and the banks, to name a few. The options are plenty if 

international people-to-people money transfer services and Fintech are included, such as 

Coinbase, Binance, and Monerium (available to the public shortly). All in all, the upside of 

a zero-interest rate CBDC on financial stability via an added payment competition or 

otherwise is still considered low for Iceland, given the prevalence of cash and the 

availability of various payment services. 

4.1.4 A standard CBDC with quantitative limits 

The benefits of a standard-issue CBDC are minimal compared to the potential costs of 

implementation and the uncertainty associated with financial stability. The low-demand 

problem also suggests that CBDC would not be sought after in times of stability or growth 
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but be quite attractive in financial distress, worsening economic conditions even further. 

Therefore, a CBDC with zero interest is an unattractive design condition, and it presents 

little impact on monetary policy. It is also potentially a lost opportunity to not fully utilize 

the flexibility associated with electronic money versus physical notes. If, on the other 

hand, physical money were to seize to exist, then CBDC could be necessary to maintain 

financial stability in terms of providing competition in the payment market. In that case, 

demand for CBDC might also be higher, and it could be helpful to apply limits on how 

much CBDC people can hold to prevent a hypothetical run on the banks. 

However, creating a limit or ceiling on how much CBDC people can have can pose 

problems on its own. The BIS suggests that ceilings “could create price deviations 

between types of central bank money (“discounts”), negating the principle of money 

being exchangeable at par and hampering the conduct of monetary policy” (Bank for 

International Settlements, 2018, p. 17). The Bank of England (2020) also notes that 

although limits could prevent the extent of bank disintermediation, the exact intricacies 

of the limit design are difficult to determine. For example, a limit can take various forms, 

either in a hard ceiling or an average holding limit over a period of time. The question of 

the limit amount is also challenging because it cannot be so high that it has effectively no 

impact on financial shocks. Yet, it cannot be so low that it creates transaction frictions 

which renders the CBDC unattractive and inconvenient (Bank of England, 2020). The limit 

must be set so that it enables the market to operate freely and without friction in steady-

state while providing a safety net in crisis. One solution is designing tiered limits that are 

dependent on salary or financial activity so as to maximize payment flexibility like the e-

Naira launched by the Central Bank of Nigeria (2021) or the Sand Dollar by the Central 

Bank of Bahamas (2019).  

The following section will investigate the costs and benefits of a CBDC with a non-zero 

and adjustable interest rate, which could offer CBI a new toolkit in its arsenal to control 

the money supply and financial stability better. A positive interest-bearing CBDC will 

inevitably have higher demand, which increases the risk of bank disintermediation. 

Therefore, limits on an interest-bearing CBDC are a more critical design choice than for a 

non-interest-bearing CBDC. 
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4.2 The interest-bearing CBDC 

The interest-bearing CBDC is an entirely different type of money than the standard-issue 

CBDC with new opportunities and challenges. The most notable difference is that the 

demand for CBDC can be controlled in the same way that central banks control the 

availability of money and credit by adjusting the key interest rate. All of the design choices 

of the interest-bearing CBDC are concerned with controlling the demand for the CBDC. 

Creating a CBDC with demand significantly higher than bank deposits will destabilize the 

banking sector and lead to the disintermediation of the banks. On the other hand, a CBDC 

with little demand will be hard-pressed to make any monetary or financial impact and 

thus difficult to justify its implementation. Furthermore, the design of the CBDC must be 

able to withstand economic shocks to avoid sudden CBDC demand fluctuations that could 

impact financial stability. 

An interest-bearing CBDC thus comprises two critical design characteristics. The first is 

the interest rate structure, which is essential for reaching the intended CBDC equilibrium 

in the steady-state determined by the central bank. The second design choice concerns 

quantitative limits on individual CBDC accounts, which dampens CBDC demand shocks in 

times of uncertainty. In general, the interest rate structure can either be a single rate, or 

a tiered rate (either could be pegged to another rate). A price rule is when the central 

bank fixes the CBDC interest rate and allows the supply of CBDC to vary (Kumhof & Noone, 

2018). The quantitative limits can either be none, fixed, or an average limit over time. 

Note that if the total quantitative limit in the economy is reached and the central bank 

does not increase supply to meet demand (it fixes the quantity), then by arbitrage, the 

interest rate must adjust with demand. This is known as the quantity rule (Kumhof & 

Noone, 2018). 

The analysis of the interest-bearing CBDC will begin with examining the monetary 

transmission mechanism and break down how CBDC rate changes can affect monetary 

policy, namely how it can aid in controlling inflation in Iceland and how it impacts 

domestic demand. CBDC’s effect on the exchange rate is analyzed to determine if CBDC 

should be open or closed, i.e., open to foreign exchange. Then the quantitative limit and 

price designs are studied concerning financial stability. The concept of removing the zero 

lower bound is also examined in the case of a negative interest-bearing CBDC. Finally, 
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another critical consideration for CBI is determining the ideal quantity of CBDC in the 

economy and through what channels CBDC can be distributed into society to minimize 

instability. 

4.2.1 CBDC rates and the monetary transmission mechanism 

The CBI's current and main method is to achieve price stability by changing the key 

interest rate. The monetary transmission mechanism (MTM) in figure 5 shows how the 

key interest rate ultimately impacts domestic demand and import prices, translating into 

a higher or lower price level. Utilizing the MTM framework to analyze how CBDC 

implementation would work as a new policy tool for the CBI is helpful. Namely, this 

section aims to investigate how changing the CBDC interest rate could work alongside the 

MTM. This will be done by studying two claims. First, changing the interest rate on CBDC 

could work in tandem with the key interest rate changes to provide a faster transmission 

to the price level. Second, CBDC interest rate changes can also be used to soften or 

dampen economic shocks (positive or negative) without having to change the key interest 

rate. Intuition would suggest that these two claims are connected via the transitive 

property; if claim 1 is valid, then claim 2 is also accurate and vice versa because 

“dampening shocks” inherently suggests that CBDC rate changes transmit fast enough to 

react to said shocks. These claims are thus effectively the same.  

Using a paper on the MTM by the chief of economic research at the CBI, Þórarinn G. 

Pétursson (2001), it is possible to analyze how an interest-bearing CBDC might minimize 

the shortcomings of MTM and make it more effective. The paper finds that monetary 

policy takes peak effect 18 months after an interest rate rise (Pétursson, 2001). This time 

lag is especially problematic with globalization because an economic shock anywhere in 

the world can adversely affect the domestic economy. It is thus very challenging for CBI 

to accurately forecast the necessary interest rate changes to reach the inflation target. 

See figure 15 for the effects of a 1% rise in the key interest rate: 
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Figure 15. Impact of an unexpected 1% rise in key interest rate (90% confidence). 

 

Source: Pétursson (2001). 

Implementing a CBDC that can speed up the effects of key interest rate changes on the 

five MTM elements is thus very desirable. Based on figure 5, the five MTM elements are 

market interest rates, asset prices, the availability of money and credit, the expectations 

& CBI credibility, and the exchange rate. Trivially, and as discussed before, CBDC will only 

be able to help monetary policy if it is widely adopted (Bank for International Settlements, 

2018). For this analysis section, the assumption is that there is already a significant 

amount of CBDC in the economy. The channels for CBDC distribution and the associated 

costs will be weighed against the benefits of CBDC to monetary policy in the next section 

of the research.  

In an economy where an interest-bearing CBDC is widely adopted, a CBDC rate change 

should be able to bypass the first phase of the MTM, i.e., the five elements, and impact 

domestic demand directly (and thus aggregate demand), as seen in Kumhof and 

Barrdear’s (2016) study in the paper “Macroeconomics of Central-Bank-Issued Digital 

Currencies”. In the same way that the key interest rate determines the cost of money in 

the economy, CBDC rate changes will immediately change the opportunity cost of CBDC 

and thus change people’s spending behavior. This is particularly true if the rest of the 

economy is not quick enough to respond to CBDC rate changes, even more so in a cashless 

society. In other words, if people holding CBDC cannot find better alternatives for storing 

their money, they will be inclined to change their spending habits and domestic demand 

changes.  

It is foreseeable that a change in CBDC rates will eventually cause the banks to follow 

suit and adjust their rates accordingly (Bank for International Settlements, 2018). In this 
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scenario, asset prices would also be affected by changes in the CBDC rate in the same way 

that they were affected by the key interest rate changes before the advent of CBDC. The 

incentive is particularly true in the case of CBDC rate increases, in which case bank deposit 

rates will rise to prevent sudden outflows of bank deposits (Jiang & Zhu, 2021). The 

converse is also true. Banks will lower interest rates on bank deposits due to CBDC rate 

decreases to maximize profits. However, as Pétursson (2001) notes in his paper on MTM, 

there can be some asymmetric effects of interest rate changes which implies that there 

are likely to be some asymmetric effects of CBDC rate changes though the study of CBDC 

is at a too early stage understand them clearly. 

Jiang and Zhu (2021) at the Bank of Canada set out to explore these intricacies, 

particularly how an interest-bearing CBDC would pass-through the monetary 

transmission mechanism. They make two critical assumptions in their analysis: CBDC is a 

perfect substitute for bank money in terms of payment. Thus, CBDC rates directly and 

immediately affect deposit rates to prevent outflows of deposits as postulated previously. 

The second assumption is that the key interest rate remains the primary driver of the cost 

of funding (creating deposits) due to the bank's continued reliance on other banks and 

the central bank to meet reserve and liquidity requirements. It is important to note that 

since a CBDC rate rise will cause the opportunity cost of holding CBDC to decrease, it will 

necessarily have a direct effect on the funding cost of banks (funding costs will increase 

as a result of people valuing CBDC higher) which in turn will result in higher interest rates 

on loans. CBDC rate changes thus have a similar effect on banking rates as key interest 

rate changes. The distinction is that the key interest rate should directly affect loan 

interest rates because it directly affects the cost of holding reserves required for holding 

deposits. This is not to say that CBDC does not affect loan rates; their research only 

specifies that the key interest rate will not affect the deposit rate in the presence of 

CBDC.  

Their results are as follows. In a perfectly competitive market for deposits (bank 

funding), the CBDC rate would dictate the interest rate on deposits. This enables the key 

interest rate to target the loan rate solely. CBDC thus strengthens the key interest rate’s 

pass-through to loan interest rates. On the other hand, if competition for deposits is low, 

CBDC offers banks another source of reserve money, and CBDC rates would thereby 
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determine the rates for the rest of the economy. It is foreseeable that government bonds 

and other safe forms of monetary storage would be required to compete with CBDC rates 

to retain demand. Economists Meaning et al. (2018, p. 18) at the Bank of England predict 

that “the central bank could use the rate of interest paid on CBDC balances, and the 

expectation thereof, to guide rates in the rest of the economy”. Considering that banks 

could just as well hold and acquire CBDC to meet reserve requirements or liquidity needs 

as opposed to reserve money, then banks can borrow money from non-bank institutions 

meaning that the rate on CBDC will guide the cost of money through the rest of the 

economy. In this case, interbank transactions will change, and the central bank would 

need to accommodate CBDC lending for banks in addition to traditional reserve money 

(Meaning et al., 2018). Therefore, CBDC will weaken the key interest rate’s pass-through 

to loan rates (Jiang & Zhu, 2021). 

Jiang and Zhu (2021) note that the CBDC can operate as a new monetary policy 

instrument working together with the key interest rate citing that CBDC has more direct 

effects on the deposit rate than the key interest rate and could also affect the loan rate 

itself depending on the level of the key interest rate and the competitiveness of the 

banking sector. In section 3.2, it was determined that the Icelandic banks hold excess 

reserves and exceed their liquidity requirements implying that the deposit market is not 

fully competitive. Jiang and Zhu’s (2021) research suggests that CBDC would weaken the 

impact of the key interest rate in Iceland on the loan rate and bank rate because the CBDC 

rate will play a more significant role in determining the overall cost of funding in the 

economy. Whether the combination of CBDC and the key interest rate will strengthen 

CBI’s monetary policy overall is somewhat unclear. CBDC should pass-through the MTM 

to the deposit rate faster than the key interest rate without the presence of CBDC. The 

implementation of CBDC should also assist the key interest rate determine the loan rate 

in both a competitive and non-competitive deposit market by reinforcing the cost of 

money in the economy. To increase lending, the CBI could increase the CBDC rate to force 

banks to increase their deposit rates. An increase in deposit rates would lower bank 

profitability and encourage more aggressive lending to offset the decline in profits (Jiang 

& Zhu, 2021). Another option would be to simultaneously raise the CBDC rate and the key 

interest rate to put pressure on corporations to improve electronic payment efficiency. 
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However, this would come at a high cost to financial institutions and could create 

economic instability in the short term. 

A factor that makes the interplay between the key interest rate and CBDC unclear in 

the MTM pass-through is whether or not CBDC is as sticky as bank deposits, as discussed 

previously. If CBDC is sticky, the deposit rates and CBDC rates will not be equal. Similarly, 

the benefits of bank deposit services are greater than CBDC, as shown in section 4.1.2 

above, creating a broader interest rate spread between CBDC and bank deposits. 

Therefore, it is difficult to assert a definitive answer to whether CBDC helps the key 

interest rate in the MTM using Jiang and Zhu’s (2021) research if their results rely on the 

impractical assumption that CBDC is a perfect substitute for bank deposits. 

Similar research by Garratt, Yu, and Zhu (2021) on CBDC’s impact on monetary policy 

pass-through and market competition concluded that a CBDC can enhance the pass-

through of monetary policy to deposits but weakens small banks’ position in a simplified 

economy with a small bank and a large bank. The reason is that a CBDC rate forces banks 

to adjust their deposits to remain competitive, which causes the smaller banks with lower 

margins to be more selective in their lending and thus leading to lost market share. 

However, since Iceland’s largest banks all have similar market share, the market 

composition would remain essentially the same, and CBDC would create a faster pass-

through only. The exception is Kvika banki, whose market share is much smaller, but their 

specialization in asset management and investment services for corporations and higher 

wealth individuals puts them in their own category. Their research also finds that if a 

convenience value were added to the CBDC, mimicking certain bank services, banks could 

be required to raise deposit rates to remain competitive. As a result, they would lose 

profitability, and the key interest rates’ impact on deposit rates would weaken (Garratt, 

Yu, & Zhu, 2021). See table 2 for a summary of the findings on CBDC’s impact on the 

assisting in the MTM. 
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Table 2. The problem-solution of CBDC’s impact on the MTM. 

Problem (Opportunity) Solution (Benefit) Downside (Costs) 

Key interest rate changes 
take up to 18 months to pass- 

through the MTM phases 

A CBDC provides a new policy 
tool that enables a faster pass-

through to the deposit rate 
and a faster pass-through 

from key interest rate to loan 
rate 

CBDC rates increase deposit 
rates. Bank profitability is 
thus reduced, leading to 

higher risk-taking and 
reduced bank competition 

The key interest rate is the 
only tool to control domestic 

demand and inflation 
effectively 

CBDC rate changes affect the 
domestic demand directly of 
those holding CBDC balances 

Requires a significant portion 
of CBDC to be held in 

accounts for rate changes to 
have a significant impact on 

domestic demand 

 

Regarding expectations and credibility, if CBDC interest rate changes are to be used to 

affect the price level, it is crucial that there is transparency about how CBDC interest rate 

changes are conducted. Even if there is an inflation target, which implies that all CBDC 

interest rate decisions are made to reach that goal, then any unpredictable or complex 

changes in CBDC rates will undermine CBI’s monetary policy. As Pétursson (2001, p. 64) 

notes in his report on MTM, “the ultimate effect of monetary policy is determined by 

whether the measures are foreseen or not, and how they affect expectations about 

future monetary policy actions.''  

The final element in the MTM, which has not been touched upon, is CBDC passing 

through to the exchange rate. Again, utilizing Pétursson’s (2001) paper on the MTM, the 

exchange rate affects import prices which directly contributes to inflation. The exchange 

rate also affects aggregate demand via net exports, affecting inflation, as seen in figure 

5. Most of the studies referenced in the analysis deal with close system models in which 

CBDC does not leave the economy (otherwise, the money supply). This assumes that 

Icelanders and Icelandic companies can only use CBDC. However, there could be 

significant repercussions if CBDC were open to foreign ownership. This design choice will 

be studied separately in the following section. 
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4.2.2 Open or closed? CBDC’s impact on the exchange rate 

Whether or not CBDC should be open or closed to foreign ownership is an important 

design consideration since it could have adverse effects on the exchange rate and the 

general price level. An open CBDC is defined as being open to foreign ownership, trade, 

and conversion into krónas, while a closed CBDC is the opposite. This section also 

considers CBDC rate changes to control the exchange rate. Literature in this field is not 

extensive, although there are a few reports on the payment benefits of utilizing CBDC in 

cross-border transactions.  

A staff working paper from the European Central Bank by Ferrari, Mehl, and Stracca 

(2020) explores CBDC in an open economy. Their models of a two-economy system 

confirm that an open CBDC would create additional volatility in capital flows, increase 

exchange rate fluctuations and affect bond interest rates. In any case, sudden and 

frequent fluctuations in the exchange rate are bad for business as they increase 

uncertainty, which necessitates a higher return (or a reduction in price) on Icelandic 

financial assets or contracts in foreign exchange. Intuitively, this should weaken the króna 

and increase the price level overall. Therefore, if an open CBDC increases exchange rate 

fluctuations, as Ferrari, Mehl, and Stracca (2020) suggest, it will devalue the Icelandic 

króna and lead to a higher price level.  

Furthermore, suppose that CBDC is backed by government bonds, open to foreign 

ownership, and has no holding limits. Given Iceland‘s relatively tiny bond market, foreign 

demand swings of CBDC could cause significant volatility of bond interest rates. Large 

foreign institutional investors might even use their financial prowess to move the market 

and take advantage of these fluctuations at the cost of the Icelandic economy. Ferrari, 

Mehl, and Stracca (2020) propose that these adverse effects can be dampened with both 

quantity and price (flexible remuneration) limits on CBDC but conclude that the latter is 

the more effective strategy for reducing volatility.  The question of quantitative limit 

versus tiered CBDC with a price rule is analyzed in detail in the next section. 

It is helpful to take a closer look at how the key interest rate impacts the exchange rate 

in the MTM and deduce the opportunity of using CBDC to better mitigate currency 

fluctuations. If CBDC rate changes are able or even believed to reduce fluctuations in the 

exchange rate, then the króna would stabilize, and then the price level would decrease.  
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As a country that imports nearly 40% of its GDP and exports 38%, the Icelandic 

exchange rate is very important in trade (Hagstofa Íslands, 2022b). In general, an increase 

in the key interest rate results in an appreciation of a currency. Higher interest rates are 

attractive both domestically and internationally, which causes an increased demand for 

the króna and thus higher valuation (Pétursson, 2001). This makes imports less expensive 

but would at the same time make exports less competitive. For example, a depreciation 

of the króna would increase demand for tourism, fishing, and smelting operations, while 

imports of food, gasoline, building materials, and consumer products would all increase. 

Pétursson (2001) notes that increasing the key interest rate might raise future inflation 

expectations, which causes investors to sell the króna instead. If the expectation for high 

inflation is great enough, it might offset the attractiveness of higher interest rates and 

result in a depreciation of the króna instead (Pétursson, 2001). The net effect of changing 

the key interest rate on the exchange rate is thus relatively unclear.  

However, it is also unclear whether changing the CBDC rate is an efficient tool in 

countering exchange rate fluctuations as opposed to the CBI’s foreign exchange 

purchases or sales. With foreign currency exchange, the CBI can directly influence the 

exchange rate by adjusting the supply and demand of the króna with their currency 

purchases and sales. For example, the CBI’s currency intervention has proved effective 

between 2020 and 2021 during the instability of the COVID-19 pandemic (Central Bank of 

Iceland, 2021c). With CBDC rate changes, CBI can offset a decline in the króna with an 

increase in the CBDC rate and vice versa, keeping the demand level. Note that utilizing 

the key interest rate is not an effective tool to mitigate exchange rate shocks because it 

can take significant time for the key interest rate changes to pass-through to inflation via 

the exchange rate, given that imported products often pass-through several 

intermediaries before reaching the final customer. If the exchange shock is perceived as 

temporary, the price change might never occur (Pétursson, 2001). If the exchange shock 

is severe, an immediate response is required to prevent disruption in trade. Adjusting the 

CBDC rate significantly is possible, but this could have severe consequences throughout 

the rest of the economy, as shown in the previous sections. Controlling demand for the 

króna via a direct foreign exchange is more targeted and thus should be the better 

alternative for countering said shocks. 
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Therefore, having an open CBDC is not an advantageous design choice. Furthermore, 

direct foreign exchange interference would presumably be used over CBDC rate changes. 

The CBI would be disinclined to adjust the CBDC rate significantly if it could lead to 

massive swings in the exchange rate, creating disruptions and further instability. That 

would weaken the CBDC as a policy tool on the whole. An open CBDC could cause an 

unexpected expansion of the CBI’s balance sheet, and if the CBDC were backed with 

government bonds, as discussed in more detail in section 4.2.4, this could create price 

instability in the market for government bonds. Given that Iceland is a small country, the 

fluctuations in CBDC demand could be very significant and would create more financial 

volatility than before.  

4.2.3 Controlling demand with limits or tiered rates with a price rule? 

As mentioned previously in the non-interest-bearing CBDC analysis, the primary concern 

with CBDC is financial stability. Although the risk of faster bank runs and bank 

disintermediation were negated, at least partially, for the cash substitute variation, the 

addition of interest on CBDC can change everything. If the remuneration on CBDC were 

high enough to surpass the convenience value of banking services, then banks would be 

forced to increase deposit rates in order not to lose deposits. Higher banking costs lead 

to fewer loans, and bank disintermediation eventually ensues. Creating a CBDC that 

strikes a delicate balance between attractiveness without destabilizing the banking sector 

is crucial. In steady-state, the CBI can begin at a low or zero CBDC rate and incrementally 

increase it while measuring the amount and speed of króna to CBDC transfers until they 

reach their target CBDC quantity; the ideal CBDC quantity and the expansion of CBI’s 

balance sheet will be discussed further in the next section. However, as mentioned in the 

previous sections, the challenge with implementing CBDC is designing it so that the 

financial system can avoid increased volatility due to sudden shifts away from bank 

money and into CBDC.  

Dampening demand shocks requires one of three options: a quantitative limit, a tiered 

CBDC rate with a price rule, or a non-tiered rate following a price rule. A quantitative limit 

limits the quantity of CBDC that an individual or entity can hold. Two forms of quantitative 

limits are plausible, a fixed limit at any given time or a limit over a period of time. For the 

sake of simplicity, this research will only concern itself with the former as they are similar 
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in function. A tiered CBDC rate utilizes variable interest on CBDC to affect demand. That 

is, at a certain amount of CBDC, the remuneration on the excess CBDC disincentivizes 

people from possessing CBDC in large quantities. Finally, the CBDC rate can have a price 

rule such as being pegged to the key interest rate.  

Limits or quantity controls in economics produce a deadweight loss only if the quantity 

demanded is higher than the allowed quantity. In that event, the shortage of CBDC causes 

the value of CBDC to rise as opposed to the value of the króna. The mismatch in valuation 

between the króna and CBDC could significantly affect domestic trade and cause 

inefficiencies in transactions (Bank for International Settlements, 2018). The cost of these 

inefficiencies depends entirely on the magnitude of the spread between the equilibrium 

quantity demanded and the quantity limit. Given that financial shocks that cause enough 

turbulence that convinces people to withdraw their money from banks are few and far 

between, then the long-term deadweight loss cost of imposing quantity limits is probably 

insignificant compared to the cost to the financial system of large simultaneous deposit 

withdrawals. Furthermore, limits would save the central bank from having to act as a 

lender of last resort in times of crisis. Concerns about payment frictions resulting from 

limits (Bank of England, 2020) would need to be tackled with careful technological design 

of the CBDC. For example, the scenario of being unable to accept CBDC as payment for 

goods if the limit has been reached is unfamiliar but entirely plausible.  

Determining the limit amount is a balancing act between retaining payment 

convenience and minimizing deposit withdrawal risk. Considering that there are 

approximately 265,000 Icelanders aged 16-74 years old part of the labor force (Hagstofa 

Íslands, 2022a) and each person spending an average of 252,000 kr per month excluding 

housing (based on a 4% increase per year from 2016), their aggregate expenditure per 

month equals 66.6 billion kr (Hagstofa Íslands, 2022e). In the case of moderate limit 

restrictions on CBDC, the holding limit for CBDC should be set at approximately 252,000 

kr to avoid payment inconveniences. Regarding minimizing withdrawal risk, the amount 

of sight deposits (M2) subtracted by notes and coins in circulation, which is the amount 

of money held in liquid bank accounts, is equal to 1,381 billion kr as of March 2021 

(Central Bank of Iceland, 2021b). This figure represents the average deposit balance 

considering the continuous influx of wages and monthly expenditure. Setting the 
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aggregate holding limit of CBDC 66.6 billion kr would, in the extreme scenario that 

everyone uses CBDC for all their daily spending, only represent 4.8% of total liquid bank 

deposits. An important consideration is that rapid bank withdrawals can be prevented by 

establishing a limit on how much CBDC can be exchanged, similar to withdrawal limits on 

ATMs. As a safeguard against the unwanted accumulation of CBDC, corporate holding 

limits are possible, but that is a complex matter given the great variety of business types 

and the size and frequency of transactions. For example, if companies were to accrue 

CBDC and pay wages and bills in bank money instead, total CBDC in the economy would 

increase, and bank deposits would continuously decline. Though unlikely, this would be 

disastrous for the financial system. Corporations are profit-maximizing, and given that the 

CBDC rate would be low, there will be better alternatives for a store of value, such as 

short-term bonds trading at much higher nominal rates (Keldan, 2022). In the case that 

the rate on CBDC approaches the key interest rate, then this problem would be more 

conceivable with a smaller spread between short-term financial options (Blindseil, 2020). 

Bindseil (2020, p. 2) at the European Central Bank confirms this reasoning in a working 

paper titled “Tiered CBDC and the financial system”, in which he states that it is “essential 

to being able to steer the issuance of CBDC in such a way that it serves the efficiency of 

retail payments, without necessarily putting into question the monetary order by making 

CBDC a major form of store of value”. As a result, he argues that the CBDC rate should 

always have a sufficient negative spread towards the short-term risk-free market rates, 

i.e., the key interest rate.  

Furthermore, Blindseil (2020) argues that it is a fundamental responsibility of the 

central bank to accept all forms of central bank liabilities, whether physical notes, debt 

certificates, or central bank bills and CBDC. He also asks, “what if banknotes would 

eventually cease to exist, [...] banks would no longer promise unconditionally the 

convertibility of sight deposits into central bank money” (Bindseil, 2020, p. 20). He 

considers this to undermine the financial order and suggests that a tiered remuneration 

system will allow the central bank to control CBDC demand while simultaneously 

preventing it from becoming a store of value and still “guarantee” convertibility between 

deposits and CBDC. A note on Blindseil’s paper, it is in large a respectful counter of the 

works of Kumhof & Noone (2018), wherein they proposes CBDC limits and inconvertibility 
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of CBDC directly into reserves. Kumhof & Noone’s research on CBDC will be studied in 

relation to price rules shortly.  

The additional benefits of a tiered CBDC, as opposed to a limit based single interest 

rate CBDC, are that: 1) tier 1 CBDC for households should never have to have negative 

remuneration, which is politically and morally questionable, 2) a two-tier system allows 

for more controlled steering of CBDC, increasing confidence in the system, 3) it would 

enable the zero lower bound without significantly affecting low wealth individuals by 

targeting all CBDC, and 4) it would enable the central bank to “provide a commitment 

with regard to the quantity of tier one CBDC” (Blindseil, 2020, p. 24). By this system, 

corporations and foreigners could even have a tier 1 interest rate of 0 to avoid excess 

accumulation. Finally, he gives a mathematical example of what the tier 1 and tier 2 CBDC 

rates would look like: 

 𝑟1   =  𝑚𝑎𝑥(0,  𝑟𝑓  −  1%) (9) 

 𝑟2   =  𝑚𝑖𝑛(0,  𝑟𝑓  −  1%) (10) 

Source: Blindseil (2020, p. 25). 

where rf  is the key interest rate. Therefore, the tier 1 rate, r1, is close to the key interest 

rate but never less than 0 and tier 2 is potentially negative but never greater than 0. 

Blindseil’s rate tiers described by equations (9) and (10) are price rules but with two tiers. 

The “1%” and the max and min conditions are the rules which determine the prices (the 

opportunity cost) of CBDC. 

John Kumhof is highly influential in the field of CBDC for his research on the CBDC 

effect on GDP in 2016 with John Barrdear (republished in 2019) and on CBDC design 

principles with Clare Noone in 2018. In their report, Kumhof and Noone (2018) discuss 

whether CBDC should be convertible into reserves or be distinct. They use the same 

equation as equation (5) to determine the no-arbitrage condition of the CBDC rate, except 

they propose that the convenience value of CBDC decreases with higher quantities due 

to scarcity (this assumes that CBDC is accepted as means of payment regardless of 

quantity issued). See equation (11) describing the no-arbitrage condition of CBDC rate: 

 𝑅 =  𝑅𝐶  +  𝜙𝐶(𝐶𝐵𝐷𝐶) (11) 
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Source: Kumhof & Noone (2018, p. 10). 

Kumhof and Noone (2018) argue that if CBDC were convertible into reserves, the rate 

on reserves would be required to be the same as the CBDC rate. However, given the no-

arbitrage condition, CBDC would be chosen over reserves because of its convenience 

value. In that sense, the central bank would utilize the CBDC rate to guide the interest 

rates in the rest of the economy. This is a bad idea because it creates financial instability, 

the central bank loses the potential gain of using CBDC rates as an additional policy tool, 

and the term ϕC(CBDC) is difficult to predict in times of volatility. By this logic, CBDC 

should not be convertible into reserves regardless of whether the central bank uses a 

quantity limit or a price rule because then the central bank would no longer have two 

policy tools but just one like before. This presents an opportunity lost in their opinion. 

Blindseil (2020) disagrees that CBDC should not be convertible into any type of central 

bank liability and presented the tiered CBDC rate as a solution to the problem of liability 

differentiation. 

Kumhof and Noone (2018) maintain that a price rule does not necessitate a guarantee 

of convertibility from deposits and into central bank liabilities, and the claim to guarantee 

conversion is not credible. So long as parity between bank deposits and CBDC is 

maintained at 1:1, then ensuring conversion is unnecessary. It will be analyzed in the next 

section on how the central bank issues CBDC and its effect on its balance sheet. 

4.2.4 The issues of issuing CBDC 

The literature on CBDC agrees that CBDC could be used as a second monetary policy tool 

in combination with the key interest rate. At the same time, its usefulness as a monetary 

policy tool depends on the magnitude of its presence in the economy (Bank for 

International Settlements, 2018). This section aims to address how CBDC could be issued 

in Iceland along with its challenges. Namely, how to maintain financial stability, price 

stability, and the conditions for keeping parity at 1:1 between bank money and CBDC in 

the issuance process. 

A 1:1 parity between bank money and CBDC is crucial in preventing price arbitrage in 

the economy. CBDC liquidity is thus vital in ensuring that it can accommodate demand 

relatively fast or at similar speeds to bank money to cash conversion. Even in the case of 
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tiered rates to prevent large outflows into CBDC, the central bank could see very high 

demand for CBDC in times of severe financial shocks that negative remuneration on CBDC 

would be hard-pressed to fight off (Kumhof & Noone, 2018). Under that circumstance 

(price rule in times of shocks), the central bank could see a mass expansion of its balance 

sheet, given that banks have exhausted their own CBDC balances.  

Therefore, a request for CBDC withdrawal from the bank, if 100% guaranteed, would 

require that the central bank provide lending or purchase of CBDC to the bank without 

verified collateral. The alternative is that banks would sell or repo eligible assets to receive 

CBDC, although that could be timely (Kumhof & Noone, 2018). It would also be costly for 

banks since it would burden banks to be readily prepared to repo or sell large amounts 

to fulfill liquidity requirements. In a fractional reserve system, this is a massive 

commitment on behalf of the central bank considering that M3 in Iceland is 2,134 billion 

kr (Central Bank of Iceland, 2021b). Kumhof and Barrdear (2016) proposed in a Bank of 

England staff working paper that the best way to issue CBDC is via government bond 

backing either through OMO (open market operations) or repos (repurchase 

agreements), as that would ensure minimal risk on behalf of the central bank and 

simultaneously limit the speed at which CBDC bank runs could occur.  

In Kumhof and Noone’s (2018) paper, they suggest that government bond-backed 

CBDC can also be liquid and maintain 1:1 parity so long as 1) the central bank actively 

adjusts the quantity (or the CBDC rate for quantity rule) to meet demand (this is trivial), 

2) the market for CBDC eligible securities is liquid (able to cover the amount of CBDC 

demanded easily to not create massive bond price fluctuations), 3) there is at least one 

private financial institution that can act as an intermediary in the trade between bank 

deposits and CBDC to make access to CBDC seamless for people. In Iceland, condition 1 

will naturally be fulfilled by CBI. Given that there will be demand for CBDC, there will be 

a transaction fee that accurately reflects the financial cost of intermediating the purchase 

or sale of CBDCs, which implies that condition 3 will be fulfilled. The transaction fee price 

will be determined by the liquidity of bonds available, i.e., the supply of eligible CBDC 

assets and how easy (costly) it is to attain them. Condition 2, therefore, needs closer 

analysis.  
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Based on the Icelandic Government Debt Management report, the total value of all 

Icelandic government bonds in circulation is equal to 1,161 billion kr (Lánamál Ríkisins, 

2022). This represents 54% of the entire broad money supply M3 and 80% of narrow 

money M2 (Central Bank of Iceland, 2021b). Suppose that Icelandic CBDC followed 

Blindseil’s (2020) tiered CBDC design, and the quantity of tier 1 CBDC represents the 

aggregate expenditure per month of 66.6 billion kr, then that would only represent 5.7% 

of the total available market for government bonds. In the extreme case that demand for 

CBDC surpasses the monthly expenditure and becomes insensitive to the negative 

remuneration of tier 2 CBDC, then bond liquidity could, in theory, become an issue given 

that government bonds would be able to cover only 80% of the narrow money supply.  

Note that CBDC would presumably never reach those amounts before the CBI stepped 

in to simply halt CBDC conversion. In a theoretical scenario, if demand for CBDC were 

three times the tier 1 quantity or approximately 200 billion kr, the bond market could 

cover it, but the price of bonds would increase significantly due to increased demand and 

constrain the transfer speed of bank deposits into CBDC (price finding would need to 

occur in illiquid markets). Hypothetically, if the market for bonds is determined inefficient 

when CBDC surpasses 10% of the available government bonds and if the CBI wanted to 

be very cautious, then it could impose a quantitative easing strategy that could serve as 

an additional buffer and add approximately 840 billion kr of government bonds to 

minimize the risk of financial instability (200 billion kr of tier 1 CBDC vs. approximately 

2,000 billion kr of government bonds). However, CBI would most likely utilize other tools 

in such periods of extreme stress, such as switching to CBDC quantity limits or simply 

suspending trading. 

On the other hand, if the CBI wanted to increase the economy’s dependence on CBDC 

to increase the viability of using the CBDC rate as a second and influential policy tool, then 

this would necessitate more government bonds with quantitative easing (QE). QE has in 

the past decade after the financial crisis of 2008 been a popular tool for central banks of 

large economies to boost economic activity. Unsurprisingly, funneling money into the 

economy has inflationary effects. This is problematic for the CBI which has historically 

battled high inflation, as discussed previously. In Kumhof and Barrdear’s (2016) report on 

the impact of CBDC on GDP, they concluded that setting CBDC equal to 30% of GDP would 
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be appropriate since it matched the amount of QE conducted by various central banks 

over the past decade. The net effect on GDP was up to a 3% GDP increase in steady-state 

by being able to dampen the business cycle (Kumhof & Barrdear, 2016).  

If the CBI were to match the 30% CBDC of GDP with QE, it would need to issue 800 

billion kr worth of government bonds to back the massive CBDC issue (Hagstofa Íslands, 

2022c). This would present a 68.8% increase in the issue of government bonds over the 

QE period, and it would cause inflation. 800 billion kr is coincidentally a similar amount 

of QE needed to create a very safe CBDC demand buffer which was 840 billion kr as per 

the hypothetical scenario mentioned previously. Two considerations, 1) CBI does not 

necessarily need CBDC to represent 30% of GDP to be effective. Kumhof and Barrdear 

(2016) only suggest that a sufficiently large stock of CBDC is required to see monetary 

benefits of countercyclical policies without specifying what the ideal stock is nor do they 

vary the CBDC stock in their analysis. 2) CBDC can be issued in other ways than through 

QE. 

The exact CBDC amount required to be effective is subjective to how much control CBI 

wants over aggregate demand and the deposit rate. Considering that the repercussions 

could be severe given how much government debt would need to be issued to safely 

introduce “large” amounts of CBDC into the economy, especially given Iceland’s anti-

inflationary measures, then it cannot be considered very reasonable for the CBI to expect 

CBDC to be used as a strong secondary monetary tool. And that is besides the risk to 

banks and the possibility of their disintermediation. Kumhof and Barrdear (2016) note 

that there are other ways to back CBDC, although they are all in the form of lending or 

purchase of other securities that are deemed good collateral. The central bank could 

distribute CBDC freely, but this would cause inflation. If it were to accept bank deposits 

without verified and eligible assets, the central bank would take on risk on its balance 

sheet (Kumhof & Barrdear, 2016). Despite disagreeing about reserves being distinct from 

CBDC, Blindseil (2020) agrees that central bank money is created through credit 

operations. He notes that if they were to be distinct, it is crucial to establish which assets 

are eligible so that their value reflects the fair price that the central bank pays. 
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4.2.5 The reality of eliminating the zero lower bound 

A common argument for implementing interest-bearing CBDC with a price rule system is 

that if it were paired with a cash eradication policy, central banks would no longer be 

bound by the zero interest rate on physical notes. The zero lower bound (ZLB) prevents 

key interest rates from ever dropping below zero because that would provide an incentive 

to simply convert risk-free assets into cash which now has a higher interest rate of zero. 

This concept is referenced in Kumhof & Barrdear (2016), Bindseil (2020), Bank for 

International Settlements (2018), and most other literature that mentions benefits of 

CBDC. Central banks would therefore be rid of the infamous liquidity trap in which rates 

cannot go below zero and into the negatives to incentivize spending and boost economic 

activity.  

However, the real plausibility of the CBI ever utilizing negative remuneration to boost 

economic activity if CBDC were implemented is debatable. The first reason is the question 

of morality. In times of financial difficulty, is it right to impose negative interest rates, 

which are wealth-destroying mechanisms on low and medium-income families to make 

matters worse for them than they already are? Indeed, the central bank can suggest other 

available policy tools like reducing taxes, increasing government spending, and QE. The 

second reason is that, given the mere possibility of negative remuneration happening, it 

might deter CBDC from ever being accepted by the government and its people. In turn, 

this would incentivize officials to make a legal promise to never utilize negative 

remuneration on CBDC up to a certain point. For example, tier 2 CBDC could have 

negative remuneration without severely impacting low-income families. The third reason 

is that cash is still prevalent in Iceland. Although it hovers around 3% of GDP, cash use as 

a percent of GDP increased in the past decade and is unlikely to disappear naturally 

without government mandate.  

In any case, CBDC would likely have to become established as a trustworthy means of 

payment first before cash is eradicated to give the economy time to adjust and ease out 

of cash without creating turbulence. However, people will likely not be willing to give up 

cash unless they have a guarantee that the ZLB can never be broken on their tier 1 CBDC 

expenditure accounts. As a result, the CBI should not hail CBDC as a scale tipper for being 

able to break the liquidity trap when considering its decision for implementation.  
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5 A CBDC proposal for Iceland 

In 2018, the CBI released a special publication on an Icelandic CBDC titled “Rafkróna?” 

wherein it reviews many of the fundamental costs and benefits of a “rafkróna” (Icelandic 

CBDC). It concluded that “many issues have yet to be clarified, and must be dealt with 

appropriately before a position can be taken” (Central Bank of Iceland, 2018, p. 32). The 

compilation of analysis and the results presented in this section hopes to shed clarity on 

the design of the Icelandic rafkróna (possible abbreviation: rkr). Before suggesting a CBDC 

proposal for Iceland, it will be helpful to study and learn from other countries that have 

launched CBDC. 

5.1 Case studies 

There are only three operational retail CBDC in the world: the Sand Dollar, DCash, and e-

Naira. The Sand Dollar is Bahamian, DCash is the CBDC launched by the Eastern Caribbean 

Central Bank (ECCB) (representing Grenada, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Saint 

Lucia, Dominica, Montserrat, Antigua and Barbuda, and Saint Kitts and Nevis), and the e-

Naira is from Nigeria (Biyani et al., 2021).   

The common motive for these three CBDC is increasing transactional efficiency. This 

includes providing citizens with a “fast, safe, easy and cheap means of digital payment” 

(Central Bank of Nigeria, 2022). The ECCB notes that its banking sector has high 

transaction costs and inadequate banking services (ECCB, 2022). In markets where the 

banking sector cannot facilitate transactions efficiently, CBDC presents a fantastic 

opportunity for central banks to put pressure on the banking sector and drive innovation. 

The modernization and financial inclusion of these countries will help their economies 

grow and participate in an increasingly digital and globalized world. Efficient payment 

systems are not to be taken for granted, and Iceland is fortunate that its banking sector 

is very advanced compared to these countries, both based on financial inclusion and 

banking app participation. Though efficient payment systems are inherent in Iceland, they 

are the backbone of an effective financial system, and the CBI must be wary if the 

commercial banks’ payment systems ever become expensive, inconvenient, or 

ineffective.  

https://enaira.gov.ng/
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Even though the motives for introducing CBDC are not the same for Iceland and the 

other countries mentioned, it is interesting to view their designs in table 3. With the goals 

of improving payment services and increasing financial inclusion, these CBDC are 

intended as cash substitutes and thus do not require any interest. The Central Bank of 

Nigeria (2021) and the Central Bank of Bahamas (2019) applied tiered quantity limits to 

their CBDC, with various spending limits depending on a user’s historical financial activity 

(spending and salary). This design protects the bank sector from disintermediation while 

also ensuring flexibility of the CBDC as a medium of exchange regardless of users’ 

spending habits. 

Table 3. Designs of launched CBDC. 

 Interest-
bearing 

 (Y/N) 

Tiered  
rates  
(Y/N) 

Quantity 
limits 
(Y/N) 

Tiered 
limits 
(Y/N) 

Gvt. bond 
-backed 

(Y/N) 

Open to 
foreigners 

(Y/N) 
e-Naira N N Y Y N N 

DCash N N N N N Y 

Sand $ N N Y Y N N 

Source: Central Bank of Nigeria (2021), ECCB (2022), and Central Bank of Bahamas (2019). 

Another CBDC project worth noting is the Central Bank of Sweden’s e-krona pilot 

project which is currently in the technological testing phase. The e-krona’s design or 

technology is still in development with no economic design choice confirmed by the 

central bank. However, it claims to rely on a form of DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) 

with tokens but with just a few verification nodes. The Central Bank of Sweden implies 

that the great advantage of using tokens is the near impossibility of counterfeiting, which 

is critical in upholding the value of a currency (Central Bank of Sweden, 2022). The CBI 

should follow and learn from the e-krona and the operations of the Central Bank of 

Sweden closely, given the relative similarity of their economies. 

5.2 The Icelandic CBDC design 

Designing a CBDC is not a routine and pre-determined process. Various design options, 

each with its costs and benefits, and numerous exogenous variables impact the final 

design decision. Furthermore, CBDC implementation without safety measures and 

rigorous tests could adversely affect the economy. All things considered, a trivial requisite 

https://enaira.gov.ng/
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for an Icelandic CBDC is a definite improvement on the status quo. As a state-owned 

institution, the CBI should also consider the welfare benefits when designing and 

implementing an Icelandic CBDC. However, for simplicity, the CBDC design in this thesis 

concerns only CBI’s primary functions of maintaining price and financial stability. 

5.2.1 The decision-making process 

The Icelandic rafkróna has two underlying and feasible assumptions. First, it is money in 

the same way that cash and bank money is money, meaning that it serves as a medium 

of exchange, a store of value, and a unit of account. Second, the Icelandic CBDC is 

technologically implemented such that it is scalable, fast, and efficient without 

compromising security and resilience. Additionally, the research has highlighted four 

critical design options that will determine the final CBDC design. They are 1) if CBDC 

should carry an interest rate, 2) if CBDC should have quantitative limits, 3) if CBDC should 

be backed by government bonds, and 4) if CBDC should be open to foreign ownership. All 

of the design choices can work in conjunction with another. Option 1 has a sub-option 

which is whether to have a tiered interest rate structure. For option 2, it is also possible 

to have tiered quantity limits on accounts dependent on salary or financial activity. Note 

that demand will determine the interest rate if the quantity limit is fixed and demand 

surpasses the limit. If the interest rate is fixed, demand will determine the quantity (no 

limit). Therefore, the CBI can either apply a quantity rule or a price rule. 

Choosing a CBDC design option requires careful consideration of Iceland’s exogenous 

variables, the combination of which make the status quo. For this analysis, they are: 1) 

historical price and financial stability and CBI’s performance, 2) the efficacy and 

competitiveness of the Icelandic banking sector, 3) the relative size of Iceland’s economy, 

4) the amount of government-issued bonds, and 5) the amount of cash in the economy. 

Due to the lack of relevant case studies with empirical evidence and comprehensive 

experiments on CBDC demand, the decision-making process must rely on the relative 

benefit of design options with respect to these exogenous variables. For example, Nigeria, 

the Bahamas, and the Eastern Caribbean have poor financial inclusion, and the banking 

sector is unable to provide financial services efficiently. In that regard, a CBDC is a massive 

benefit for these countries as it effectively solves those problems but provides no 

additional benefit for Iceland.  
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The decision-making process will utilize a simplified cost-effectiveness analysis 

because assigning a monetary value to the cost and benefits with accuracy is currently 

not possible. Thus, the positives and negatives of CBDC design options are weighed 

against their counter-arguments to determine the net effect of a particular design option 

compared to the status quo. The decision process will begin with three design options, A) 

the status quo, B) a non-interest-bearing CBDC, and C) an interest-bearing CBDC. Options 

B and C have sub-designs that branch out from the starting designs of no-interest and 

interest, respectively. The CBDC design with the highest positive impact at the end of the 

CBDC design options tree diagram in figure 16 will be the proposed CBDC for Iceland.   

5.2.2 Selecting the most effective CBDC design for Iceland 

Instead of evaluating the effectiveness of a design choice at every node of one of the 36 

potential CBDC designs in figure 16, some simplifications can be made to eliminate certain 

groups of branches. This can be done by identifying the interdependencies of CBDC design 

options and applying a method of elimination. 

Beginning with the right-most column of whether a CBDC should be open or closed to 

foreign ownership, section 4.2.2 shows that the negatives of having an open CBDC are 

significant and do not highlight any clear benefits. Due to Iceland’s relatively small bond 

market, a government bond-backed CBDC with an open CBDC could bring about 

significant volatility in bond interest rates if foreign demand increases. This eliminates 

nine of the potential design combinations, leaving 27 potential options. Furthermore, 

considering that Iceland is a relatively small economy, CBDC capital flows due to 

unexpected foreign demand could have adverse effects on the exchange rate and lead to 

a higher price level. Applying holding limits on foreign accounts does not guarantee safety 

unless the number of foreign accounts is also limited. This could potentially result in the 

quantity limit being reached, enacting the quantity rule in which the CBI must change the 

CBDC interest rate to prevent arbitrage. Such a scenario could be disastrous for domestic 

interest rates and should be avoided at all costs. Therefore, an open CBDC is neither 

attractive for an interest-bearing CBDC nor a non-interest-bearing CBDC. This eliminates  
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Figure 16. The entire CBDC design tree diagram. 
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nine more potential design combinations, leaving 18 potential options, and rules out the 

open CBDC design. 

Consider the second most right column in figure 16 on the issuing aspect of CBDC, 

namely, whether government bonds should back CBDC. Government bond-backing 

primarily prevents the CBI from taking on unverified and potentially risky assets from 

banks as collateral on its balance sheet when bank money is converted into CBDC. Section 

4.2.4 essentially determined that in order to guarantee 1:1 convertibility of bank money 

and government bond-backed CBDC (necessary for no-arbitrage), the market for 

government bonds must be efficient and liquid. If there are no holding limits on CBDC and 

CBDC is bond-backed, then this could create very significant pressure on bond interest 

rates and increase volatility. In particular, since government bonds only cover 

approximately half of broad money M3 and 80% of narrow money M2. That design 

combination is thus unfavorable and eliminates three design options, leaving 15 potential 

CBDC designs. 

Based on this logic, since limits on holding CBDC also limit the amount of risk that the 

CBI can carry on its balance sheet, does Icelandic CBDC need to be government bond-

backed? Also, if the promise of 1:1 convertibility between bank money and CBDC assumes 

their equivalence, then why should the central bank favor one over the other, as Blindseil 

(2020) suggested? This contradiction could diminish the CBI’s and its CBDC’s credibility. 

Guaranteeing convertibility and government bond backing CBDC issuance is therefore not 

a credible claim and therefore not recommended for Iceland’s CBDC. However, it is 

important to clearly define eligible CBDC exchangeable assets and promote transparency 

to ensure equivalence and fairness. Therefore, six more designs are eliminated from the 

CBDC tree diagram. 

The two design options that are left are whether a CBDC should carry interest and 

whether it should have quantity limits. There are two main problems with limits, as 

analyzed previously. First, limits can potentially create transactional frictions in the 

economy if the limit is set too low. This would both constrict the types and amounts of 

potential transactions and reduce the convenience yield of CBDC. Second, if the aggregate 

CBDC limit is reached, the interest rate would need to change to account for excess 

demand to avoid CBDC hoarding and the driving out of “good money” with “bad money” 
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(Gresham’s law) (Bjerg, 2017, p. 34). Therefore, the CBI would operate a quantity rule 

wherein CBDC is fixed, and it varies the interest rate instead. This is a problem because 

CBDC interest rate changes can have consequences on deposit rates, loan rates, and the 

rest of the interest rates in the economy. Therefore, changing the CBDC interest rate 

should be done sparingly and with the purpose of achieving faster MTM pass-through and 

targeting aggregate demand, as seen in table 2. 

On the other hand, limits intend to mitigate faster bank runs and bank 

disintermediation due to this new risk-free and electronic money. Realistically, the CBI 

must design the CBDC with very high-risk aversion and significant consideration to the 

negatives because there is a lot at stake. For example, although the likelihood of a run on 

the banks and into CBDC is very low, the cost of possible financial system collapse as a 

result of it is incredibly high and difficult to reverse. Therefore, the weighted cost of this 

risk is very high. The same applies to bank disintermediation. As financial stability is one 

of the CBI’s main responsibilities, the damage to its credibility would be near irreparable 

if this were to occur and if CBDC limits would have prevented the collapse. Safety 

measures like limits are therefore vital to an Icelandic CBDC’s implementation. The 

problems that limits prevent are greater than the problems they cause. Therefore, the 

no-limit design option is not suited for the Icelandic CBDC. It is worth noting that 

Blindseil´s (2020) tiered interest rate design was suggested as a means to avoid having to 

impose limits on CBDC, disincentivizing owning CBDC above a certain threshold. However, 

in times of very high volatility, negative interest rates might not be sufficient to prevent 

bank runs. To make CBDC more flexible and minimize payment frictions, the CBI should 

impose tiered limits that are dependent on either financial activity or salary. Mass 

transfers into CBDC during financial shocks are prevented, and the CBI would have control 

over tiered limit structures in case it needs to be more stringent in very volatile times. 

The final three design options are whether the Icelandic rafkróna should carry no 

interest rate, an interest rate, or a tiered interest rate. Generally, the case for interest-

bearing CBDC rests in its ability to affect the price level via the MTM, the ability to direct 

demand for CBDC itself, and eliminating the zero lower bound. The case against interest-

bearing CBDC is the potential weakening impact of the key interest rate on the MTM and 

a corresponding strengthening of the CBDC rate as a policy tool. If the CBDC rate were to 
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guide the rest of the interest rates in the economy, deposit rates would need to follow 

suit. With a current positive spread of nearly 2.5% between the average interest rate on 

deposits and the key interest rate, deposit rates would need to increase significantly if 

the CBDC rate overtook the key interest rate as the main policy tool. This would lower 

bank profitability, increase risk-taking and reduce bank competition, as seen in table 2. 

Therefore, the rate of interest on CBDC should not compete with the key interest rate, 

and it should not compete with the deposit rate either to incentivize a move away from 

the bank money. This leaves little to no room for CBDC rate adjustments, and the interest 

rate would be bound between 0 and the average deposit rate of 0.1%. 

Furthermore, for CBDC rate changes to have a meaningful impact on the price level via 

the MTM, people must be holding significant quantities of CBDC. The trade-off is that 

people would necessarily need to acquire CBDC by exchanging bank money for it. This 

process would need to take place over time not to create volatility and not to 

disintermediate the banks. Other distribution of CBDC would inevitably cause inflation. 

Given that quantity limits cap CBDC in the economy to a manageable amount that does 

not create financial instability, how can CBDC simultaneously be prevalent enough to 

impact the MTM and avoid bank disintermediation without causing inflation as a result 

of new CBDC issuance? The lack of a plausible answer suggests that an interest-bearing 

CBDC is not a suitable option for the Icelandic CBDC. 

Many economists argue for CBDC´s ability to remove the ZLB, but that would be highly 

unpopular in Iceland and likely never be accepted for its effect on lower-income families. 

It is possible to apply a tiered interest rate structure to the different tiers of quantity 

limits, but it can be argued that this is a form of wealth discrimination. It is also somewhat 

complex when a system like CBDC requires transparency and clarity to be credible. 

Therefore, a tiered interest rate structure is not a helpful CBDC design for Iceland.  

As a result, there is only one outstanding design choice for the Icelandic CBDC. By 

method of elimination, the most effective CBDC design consists of the following choices: 

non-interesting-bearing, tiered quantitative limits based on a salary, not government 

bond-backed, and closed to foreign ownership. 
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6 Conclusion 

The most effective CBDC design for the Icelandic rafkróna is a non-interest-bearing CBDC 

with tiered quantitative limits based on the salary that is not backed by government 

bonds and is closed to foreign ownership. This design, “the standard CBDC with tiered 

limits”, is a realistic option for the CBI. A risk-averse method of elimination led to a 

minimax-esque result. However, given Iceland´s exogenous variables, how does this 

design strengthen the CBI´s primary purposes of price and financial stability? The answer 

is that it does not sufficiently strengthen the CBI’s primary purposes compared to the 

status quo to merit implementation. Not yet, at least. The upside is clearly maximized in 

the event of cash eradication. Section 4.1.4 covers this exact design and highlights the 

costs and benefits. In that scenario, an Icelandic CBDC will uphold competition in creating 

money against the commercial banks and affirm the sovereignty of the Icelandic króna. It 

would also ensure payment efficiency and fair banking costs by setting a lower bound on 

transaction fees and deposit rates. Nevertheless, since cash is still prevalent in Iceland, 

these benefits are not realized, and the chosen CBDC design should not be implemented 

over the status quo. 

This presents whether the CBI should encourage the Icelandic government to 

eradicate cash with a mandate. Of course, this would require meticulous planning and 

time not to create volatility. CBDC should also, in theory, reduce tax evasion and illegal 

activity due to the traceability of transactions. Alternatively, this could push people to 

adopt other currencies like cryptocurrencies. 

Furthermore, the proposed CBDC design is not set in stone. It is entirely possible to 

modify, add and remove design features over time if the CBDC and the CBI maintain 

credibility. It is possible that future experiments and real-world evidence convincingly 

demonstrate the viability of using a CBDC interest rate as the main policy tool. After all, 

it is the responsibility of the CBI to analyze and implement the best possible policies for 

the economy.  

Significant research is required before proceeding with any CBDC design 

implementation on all fronts. In particular, the technology and the economics need 

testing. Opportunities for study are how CBDC can be incorporated into CBI’s QMM of 
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the Icelandic economy. The welfare benefits of a cash-less society are an opportunity cost 

that requires further study. Analyzing and quantifying the willingness to pay for CBDC 

would also help determine the initial conditions of a CBDC at launch. Additionally, the 

progress and tests from the Central Bank of Sweden on the e-krona should expedite the 

decision-making process. 

The earliest known fiat paper money originated from China at the turn of the first 

millennium. It took another half a millennium to reach Europe, wherein Johan Palmstruch 

printed the first banknotes at the Bank of Stockholm in 1661 (Citéco, 2013). 

Advancements in technology pave the way for new and exciting opportunities like CBDC. 

However, it can take a long time to map all the roads to determine which one is the best 

choice. Ideally, the CBI should not take over five hundred years to decide on CBDC 

implementation. Fortunately, the CBI has launched its investigation into the viability of 

CBDC for Iceland, and it can hopefully use this thesis to shed light on which path to take. 
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